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This spending review investigates the policy of exempting transfer of withheld payroll income tax. 
Almost two decades after its introduction by the Belgian federal government in 2004, the policy’s 
budgetary cost has risen substantially. Focusing on the main measures, namely night and shift work, 
R&D, and the structural reduction, we investigate the subsidy’s take-up and the distributed amounts 
among firms over time and consider some of its possible economic effects. We also look at 
administrative aspects related to the nature of tax incentives and how current oversight is potentially 
falling short. Our findings and the empirical literature suggest that the economic impact is very 
unclear. Distributed amounts are generally concentrated in a small number of large firms in specific 
sectors. There is a case for a beneficial impact on research and development, though the full range of 
R&D support measures must be considered.  A reduction or removal of the measures likely results in 
a limited recuperation of the estimated revenue forgone to be made available for the State Budget to 
enact new policies. The lack of clearly defined policy objectives, lack of data, and certain 
administrative limitations are preventing a thorough cost-benefit analysis. Many different measures 
exist that work in the same way or towards similar objectives but are managed by different 
administrations and/or government levels. This suggests that significant savings and optimalization 
of public resources can be made but this relies on the cooperation and coordination between all 
relevant social and governmental actors. 
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1 Introduction 

This spending review (SR) implements the European Council’s country-specific recommendations of 
2018 and 2019. The 2019 country-specific recommendation states: “Improve the composition and 
efficiency of public spending, in particular through spending reviews, and improve the coordination 
of fiscal policy by all levels of government to create room for public investment”. 

Following a country-specific recommendation, the European Commission was asked within the 
framework of the Structural Reform Support Programme to support the preparation of a report on 
the usefulness of spending reviews and to make proposals to decision-makers on the best ways to 
implement them at the federal level. The European Commission, in turn, appointed the OECD to work 
on this. The Minister of the Budget explained the way of working in a note approved by the Council of 
Ministers in December 2020. A working group was initiated including civil servants from the Federal 
public services (FPS) of Policy and Support, Employment Finance, and Social Security. The research 
itself was undertaken by the research unit in the administration of policy expertise and support of 
FPS Finance. 

The objective of this SR is to evaluate the policy of exemptions of the transfer of payroll withholding 
tax (PWTE) introduced by the Belgian Federal government in 2004. In specific cases, the employer 
can be (partially) exempted from transferring the advance levy on earned income. Now, almost 
twenty years later, there is a range of measures encompassing at least 10 different domains, each with 
different conditions and rate structures1. As a result, the total amount of exempted payroll income tax 
as well as the number of firms involved increased steadily over the past two decades. 

The objective of this SR should be to evaluate the tax expenditure policy of PWTE from an economic 
perspective regarding its effectiveness, its efficiency, what recommendations can be made to 
rationalize government (tax) expenditures, and what alternatives are possible. However, because no 
explicit policy objectives were formulated, this SR is severely limited in its capacity to evaluate the 
policy and formulate improvements or propose clear alternatives. 

The review is mainly limited to an investigation of the PWTE measures related to research & 
development, night & shift work, and the structural reduction. These are selected because of the 
size of the estimated budgetary cost and the number of firms that make use of the measures. More 
categories were added, rates and conditions altered, further complicating legislation and 
administration. We attempt to describe the evolution over time and investigate the possible effects of 
these expenditures. We also look at the possible impact of the removal of some provisions on the 
government budget, corporate income tax revenues (CIT), and the whole economy. 

The paper is structured as followed: Section 2 describes the mechanism of the PWTE. It provides an 
overview of the revenue forgone of all main and minor measures. Section 2.3 describes the policy 
context and several issues related to the selected PWTEs.  Section 3 provides a descriptive analysis 
on the main measures Section 4 presents a brief overview of the empirical literature. Section 5 
presents an econometric analysis. Section 6 presents different simulations estimating the effects of 
the removal of certain PWTE measures on the whole economy, government finances, and more 
specifically on CIT revenues. Section 7 discusses the findings and section 8 formulates policy 
recommendations and avenues for further research. 

 

1 See tables 10-1, 10-2 and 10-3 in the appendix. 
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2 Payroll withholding tax exemptions 

Starting in 2004, the Belgian federal government introduced provisions of payroll withholding tax 
exemption (PWTE). In specific cases, the employer does not have to transfer a percentage of withheld 
payroll tax from the respective employee to the Treasury. The amounts not transferred remain at the 
disposal of the employer and are booked as revenue. The amount of PWTE depends on the 
withholding rate, which depends on the employee’s expected average personal income tax (PIT) rate, 
which in turn depends on gross wage level (excluding social security contributions) and household 
composition (number of dependents and household income). The total subsidy ceiling depends on 
the total payroll withholding tax liability. In some cases, the amount exceeding the withheld payroll 
in a year can be carried forward to the following year. 

2.1 PWTE’s are wage subsidies 

The PWTE is a linear wage subsidy. Depending on the specific measure, a certain percentage of gross 
wage is reduced from the amount of withheld payroll income tax that is normally transferred. In other 
cases, a certain percentage of withheld payroll tax is exempted instead. Strictly speaking, PWTE’s are 
not linear, because the exempted amount depends on the withholding rate, which in turn depends on 
the wage level and the household composition of the employee. Employers might be more inclined to 
apply it to high wage employees. Additionally, because the subsidy can be tied to educational 
attainment, employers might substitute workers without official qualifications even if they are just as 
skilled and productive.  

Most of the PWTE measures can be considered general wage subsidies, in the sense that they are not 
conditional on additional employment or investment. In some cases, for example with support zones, 
they could be considered marginal subsidies, meaning there is a binding explicit condition on 
additional employment or investment compared to a predefined baseline. A wage subsidy is 
categorical (if limited to employers or employees with industrial, regional, demographic or other 
characteristics), or universal, if applied regardless of such characteristics. 

Wage subsidies have been increasingly in use since the seventies. The rationale was that they might 
induce an increase in employment with lower risk of overheating the economy (Kopits (1978), Solow 
(1976), Kaldor (1936)). Originally, they were meant to be temporary, i.e., to counter downturns in the 
overall economy or economic shocks in specific sectors or regions. The Covid-19 measures in 2020 
were the most recent examples of this2. Wage subsidies have also been applied in a variety of ways, 
using PIT or social security contributions (SSC) provisions, to address long-term structural issues3. 
The PWTE measures are implicitly permanent since they have no end date. 

Comprehensive wage subsidy schemes can have two major disadvantages. First, subsidizing wages 
potentially creates large windfall gains because it also subsidizes workers already in employment, 
making it very expensive (efficiency criteria). Secondly, if the subsidy is redistributed through the 
wage bargaining mechanism, the effectiveness of wage subsidies in promoting employment or 
investment can be limited, depending on the bargaining power of trade unions and employers 
(effectiveness criteria). 

 

2 For briefing notes on the macro-economic impact of the crisis for Belgium see G. Hance & V. Michel: 
https://financien.belgium.be/nl/Statistieken_en_analysen/analysen/studies/working-papers-briefing-notes#q2  

3 For example in order to address the difficulties of starting new firms. 

https://financien.belgium.be/nl/Statistieken_en_analysen/analysen/studies/working-papers-briefing-notes#q2
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A critical element in the success of a wage subsidy is the delimitation of the target population. Ideally, 
to maximize the impact of the wage subsidy, regarding employment, it must be applied to the 
employment of: 

1. those who would not be hired in the absence of the subsidy 

2. those who would be fired in the absence thereof 

—each criterion being necessary in a different phase of the business cycle. 

Under criterion (1), employers should be prevented from receiving the subsidy: A. to substitute 
subsidized workers for their existing work force, B. to hire workers who would be hired anyway, and 
C. to hire workers who are already employed elsewhere in the economy Under criterion (2), they 
should not receive the subsidy D. to retain workers whom they would retain in their work force 
anyway. Any wage subsidy measure will face trade-offs regarding the selectivity and universality on 
the one side, and the extent and duration (or timing) on the other. It does not seem feasible to design 
a perfect subsidy, consistent with both criteria and embodying all safeguards (Kopits,1978).  

The effectiveness of the subsidy will largely depend on the relative volume and substitution effects. 
Conventional economic theory suggests that the legal obligation of the payment of a labor tax, 
whether it falls on the employer or employee, does not matter in determining the economic incidence, 
at least in the long run. The incidence rather depends on the relative elasticity of supply and demand. 
In short, the more inelastic the higher the cost borne from a tax or the lower the benefit from a 
subsidy, and vice versa the more elastic. When wages are above optimum levels and cause 
unemployment, wage subsidies could alleviate unemployment by narrowing the gap between the 
labor cost and the reservation wage. As PWTEs potentially decrease the tax wedge, they can limit the 
distortion caused by labor taxation. The question remains, however, whether the PWTEs are more 
efficient than a general tax reduction with the same budgetary cost. Ineffective and inefficient 
government expenditures can exacerbate market distortions in terms of an inefficient allocation of 
resources, rent-seeking behavior, profit shifting, tax avoidance and other negative spill-overs effects 
(European Commission, 2020). 

2.2 Budgetary cost  

The PWTEs are considered tax expenditures, meaning that they lower tax revenues, derogate from 
the tax base (benchmark system), aim to encourage a specific behavior (related to certain taxpayers 
or activities), and could be replaced by a direct spending program (High Council of Finance, 2014). 
Direct expenditures are usually severely scrutinized by the legislature before being approved or 
disapproved, expanded or limited. They are clearly visible in the yearly budget with ex ante cost 
estimates that must be legitimized, amended, and evaluated considering its predefined objectives. 
Tax expenditures do not receive the same level of attention. A tax expenditure is usually written in 
the tax code, which is approved every year by the legislature in order to give the federal government 
the right to collect taxes. The budgetary cost is not known ex ante, as it depends on the extent to which 
the targeted group makes use of the measure. 

The relevant tax base here is the payroll tax, which is one of the main components of PIT4. In 2019 
payroll income taxes in Belgium represented about 9,5% of GDP or around 71% of revenue from 
direct taxation. However, because the withheld payroll at the disposable of the employer is 

 

4 Figure 10-1 in the appendix compares the PWTEs to total subsidies on production, the total withheld payroll tax, and total 
revenues from direct taxation. 
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considered as revenue, CIT also has an impact on the total tax expenditure. We investigate this last 
element in a later section. 

The Federal Inventory of Tax Expenditures reports the yearly budgetary cost of deviations from 
the benchmark tax system, expressed as the revenue forgone5. The revenue forgone approach is the 
method used to calculate the budgetary cost. Essentially, it refers to the theoretical difference of 
collected tax revenues between the provisional and the benchmark rate. Importantly, this approach 
assumes no behavioral response6. The Inventory identifies three main categories: Research and 
development, employment and sector provisions. 

Figure 2-1 
Revenue forgone by main category 

 

Figure 2-1 shows the revenue forgone from 2005 until 2019 by category. The revenue forgone 
increased from under 198 million euros in 2005 to 3.408 million in 2019. 142.535 firms made use of 
one or more measures in 2019 receiving on average 24.704 euro per measure, with 50% of these 
firms receiving less than 234 euro. Over a period from 2004 until 2020, a total of 441.853 firms made 
use of at least one measure. Considering all PWTE measures, in the period from 2005 to 2010, the 
total revenue forgone grew on average by 72%. This large increase was caused by increased discount 

 

5 Link to yearly reports: https://finance.belgium.be/en/figures_and_analysis/figures/federal_tax_expenditures_report  

6 A revenue gain approach is used when referring to a cost-estimate that considers behavior responses in the tax base. It 
requires a robust model estimating the tax base elasticity. The equivalent-outlay approach estimates the cost of replacing 
the program by a direct expenditure that leaves the taxpayer with the same post-tax income. In addition to being more time-
consuming and complicated, these two latter approaches usually result in larger cost-estimates (Carasso & Steuerle, 2003). 

 

https://finance.belgium.be/en/figures_and_analysis/figures/federal_tax_expenditures_report
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rates in R&D, and night and shift work, and by the introduction of the structural reduction. The 
average growth rate from 2010 to 2019 was 3,3%. This increase also came from increased exemption 
rates in night and shift work, and R&D, but also the introduction of additional measures within those 
categories and the growth certain sectoral provisions related to sport athletes and start-ups. 

In 2018, all measures of PWTE represented about 12,74% of withheld payroll income tax normally 
transferred by the participating firms. The average subsidized firm employed 36 employees. A firm 
received on average a subsidy of 23.306 euros, while the median amount was 209 euro. The subsidy 
divided by the total workforce in subsidized firms was on average 645 euro.  

The total revenue forgone for 2020 is expected to increase by 3% (95,6 million euro), resulting in a 
total amount of 3.525 million euro. This does not include the temporary measures related to the 
Covid-19 crisis that were introduced in 2020 (of which the tax expenditure is estimated at 102 million 
euro, so an additional 3,4% growth). PWTE expenditures are forecasted by the research unit of the 
Ministry of Finance and are based on the expected growth rate of gross wages or the growth rate of 
total withheld payroll tax. These growth rates are forecasted by the Federal Planning Bureau. Table 
2-1 below presents the latest estimates calculated by the research unit of the federal ministry of 
finance. 

Table 2-1 
Revenue forgone (million euros) 

2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 

3.627,7 3.622,6 3.738,5 3.928,1 4.125,2 4.303,2 4.492,4 

The appendix provides further statistics for each measure and an overview of the different rate 
structures from 2005 to 2019. We divide the categories of measures in main and minor measures 
according to their share in the PWTE tax expenditure and take-up of firms. 

2.2.1 Main measures 

The structural reduction, overtime, night and shift work, and research and development are the main 
categories of the PWTE tax expenditure. 

The PWTE for Night and shift work7 applies on the wages of employees engaged in these work 
regimes. The current exemption rate is set at 22,8%. The PWTE for continuous work regime grants a 
2,2% increase and is restricted to firms with a minimum of four teams of minimum two employees 
each performing the same tasks and guaranteeing a continuous occupancy during the week and 
weekends. The same increase is granted to firms that produce high-tech products and those that are 
targeted by the increased investment deduction. The exemption related to continuous work was 
further expanded for the construction sector and certain activities in the shipping sector. 

PWTEs for scientific researchers8 were introduced in 2005. The applied rates vary according to the 
nature of the institution and/or the level and field of education. Open to all employers in all sectors, 

 

7 Art. 275/5 WIB92 

8 Art. 275/3 WIB92 
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the main condition states that the employed researchers engage a certain amount of time9 in R&D 
projects that have basic research, industrial research, or experimental development as their objective. 
In case of private sector researchers, the eligibility for these measures is linked with educational 
attainment (bachelor, master, doctor). Scientific institutions must be accredited as non-profit in order 
to benefit from the PWTE for R&D. Another PWTE was created for young innovative companies 
(YIC). A YIC must be a small firm and not exceed an annual average of 50 employees, annual turnover 
of 7,3 million, and a balance sheet of 3,65 million (unless the annual average employees exceeds 100). 
Additionally, a YIC should be less than 10 years of age, have not come into existence as a result of a 
restructuring, an expansion, or take-over, and have at least 15% of total costs spent in R&D. The main 
difference with the PWTE for R&D, is that it can apply to all personnel instead of just researchers.  

A structural reduction10 of 0,25% was introduced in May 2007, raised to 1% in 2010, and was 
significantly reformed in April 2016 in the context of the tax shift. The 1% PWTE for the profit sector 
was converted into a permanent reduction of the base rate of employer social contributions. The 
structural reduction rate for small businesses was set at 0,12%. For the non-profit sector the rate was 
set at 1%, with an additional 0,12% reduction in case of a small business. Employers in the non-profit 
sector are required to transfer 75% of the PWTE to ‘Social Maribel’. The 1% rate was also applied to 
certain autonomous public firms11. 

Tax exemptions for overtime were introduced in 2005 and consist on the one hand of a tax reduction 
for employees granted through PIT12 and on the other the PWTE for employers in market-oriented 
sector and in the temporary employment sector. The focus in this paper is on the latter though both 
measures are inherently coupled. Since labor time is strictly regulated in Belgium, any overtime is 
associated with high marginal tax rates for the employer as well as the employee. Thus, it should be 
noted that these overtime tax regimes came into existence as a compromise between the demands of 
employers for more flexibility and the demands of workers for appropriate compensation. Depending 
on “paritair comité”, a surcharge of 20% or 50% is applied to overtime. 

Table 2-2 
Statistics main measures 2019 

 Subsidy (million €) Median (€) Mean (€) firms 

nightshift 1.691 4.852 90.658 18.655 

R&D 1.123 36.088 305.044 3.682 

structural 183 85 1.538 119.035 

overtime 178 675 5.424 32.942 

 

Table 2-2 shows the total amount of subsidies by category, the number of firms, and the median and 
average amount received by firms in 2019. The largest expenditure that year was night and shift work, 
with average amounts of 90.658 euro and 50% of firms receiving an amount of 4.852 euro or less. 
The second largest expenditure is R&D, with an average amount higher than 300 thousand euro and 
50% of firms receiving an amount of 36.088 euro or less. The highest number of firms are found in 

 

9 In the event of an audit, the employer provides evidence of labor time spent on these activities, for example in the form of 
time sheets. 

10 Art. 275/7 WIB92 

11 Proximus, Bpost. 

12 Revenue forgone of 251,74 million euros in 2018. 
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the structural reduction with firms receiving 1.538 euro on average and 50% receiving 85 euro or 
less. These large differences between average and median amounts indicate a high level of inequality 
throughout participating firms. 

 

Figure 2-2 
Revenue forgone of main items by category 
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2.2.2 Minor measures 
Table 2-3 

Statistics minor measures 2018 
 Subsidy (million €) Median (€) Mean (€) firms 

Sport athletes 115 7.956 156.298 700 

Maribel 113 493 6365 17.870 

shipping 92 234.665 1.006.436 85 

Starting companies 23 458 1394 16.274 

Zones 3 2.751 10.331 235 

Young employees 0,155 197 287 543 

 

Table 2-3 presents for each of the minor PWTE measures the amount of subsidies received, the 
number of participating firms, and the average and median amounts. Comparing median and mean 
amounts indicates that the PWTE measures for sport athletes and the shipping sector are very 
unequally distributed among the already relatively small number of firms. 

Figure 2-3 
Revenue forgone of minor items by category 

 

Considering the variety of measures and the limited available time, we chose to focus our 
investigation on the main categories. The minor measures are briefly described in the appendix. 
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2.3 Policy rationale  

In general, the PWTEs are wage subsidies, using the withheld payroll tax as the mechanism of 
distribution. For each measure (or category of measures) there could be different rationales, 
underlying different objectives, addressing different sets of issues. Unfortunately, for most measures, 
there are no clear definitions which specific problems they should address, which concrete objectives 
should be reached, how much resources should be required and can be afforded to reach the objective, 
and which policy rationale is ultimately legitimate. 

In order to assess the effectiveness and efficiency of a policy, the policy objectives should be clearly 
formulated. Unfortunately, the precise objectives of the PWTE measures cannot be found in 
legal documents. In the parliamentary acts, only some vague policy goals can be discerned. 

2.3.1 Supporting employment and competitiveness 

The main policy rationale of wage subsidies in Belgium seems to be based on general observations of 
comparatively high marginal tax rates on labor and an overall low labor participation rate. High 
regulation, high labor costs, a rigid labor market, and difficult access to capital are considered to 
weigh on productivity growth, discourage investment, harm international competitiveness, and form 
entry barriers to new and innovative companies (See the report by the EU Commission, 2018; Taxing 
wages report by the OECD, 2020; and annual report on productivity growth - National productivity 
board, 2019). Labor time is strictly regulated in Belgium1314 so that work regimes that diverge from 
the norm (e.g. overtime, night and shift work) grant additional compensation to the employee, usually 
at relatively high marginal tax rates. Some countries do not have legally binding rules with respect to 
night work 15. 

In principal, the PWTE mechanism decreases the tax wedge. The tax wedge measures the extent to 
which tax on labor income discourages employment. To put into context, in 2019, Belgium had the 
highest tax wedge of 52,24% (expressed as percentage of labor cost) among OECD countries (OECD, 
2020). The OECD average is 35,97% while the average for Euro Zone countries is 39,26%. 

Belgium is often compared to some of her neighbors (Germany, France, and the Netherlands). These 
countries are all highly integrated economies, operating in the common market, with similar 
demographic characteristics, and with overlapping and competing economic interests. These 
interests can be for goods and services in high value-added sectors that are also exposed to 
international competition. Traditional examples are manufacturing, the energy sector, scientific 
research, and ICT sectors. From a macro-economic perspective, further economic integration with 
commitments to a level-playing field and a common currency, requires more coordination between 
these economies to avoid imbalances and asymmetric shocks (Cangiano & Mottu, 1998). Over time, 
tax policies in many countries became increasingly creative to emphasize national priorities, e.g. in 
reducing factor costs. On the other side the need to coordinate between countries, especially in the 
Euro Zone increased simultaneously. 

The figures below, based on statistics from the International labor Association (ILO), illustrate the 
evolution of the participation rate and hourly labor cost over the period 2010-2019. In all figures, we 

 

13 https://werk.belgie.be/nl/themas/arbeidsreglementering/arbeidsduur-en-rusttijden/nachtarbeid. 

14 http://www.ejustice.just.fgov.be/cgi_loi/change_lg_2.pl?language=nl&nm=1971031602&la=N 

15 For a comparative discussion of labor regimes, see K. Boonstra, R. Knegt & M.H. Schaapman (2004). 

https://werk.belgie.be/nl/themas/arbeidsreglementering/arbeidsduur-en-rusttijden/nachtarbeid
http://www.ejustice.just.fgov.be/cgi_loi/change_lg_2.pl?language=nl&nm=1971031602&la=N
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observe a gap between Belgium and its neighbors16. The nominal hourly labor cost per employee in 
these sectors gives an indication of the gap in labor costs. Among many other factors17, labor costs 
and the availability of labor, can be important factors in the localization decisions of firms (Konings 
& Roodhooft, 1997). Figure 2-6 and Figure 2-7 indicate the gaps regarding the manufacturing and 
scientific sectors. 

Figure 2-4 
Labour force participation rate 

 

Figure 2-5 
Mean nominal hourly labor cost per employee 

 

 

16 The comparatively labor force participation rate in Belgium can partly be attributed to the low participation rate in the 
55 to 64 age band, though this improved from 39,06% in 2010 to 54,33% in 2019. 

17 Skilled labor force, market size, logistics and infrastructure, liquidity markets, level of transparency and corruption, etc. 
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Figure 2-6 
Mean nominal hourly labor cost per employee 

 

Figure 2-7 
Mean nominal hourly labor cost per employee 
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Since the 90’s, the Belgian government recognized the competitiveness gap regarding neighboring 
countries (Germany, the Netherlands, and France) as an important issue. In order to close this gap, 
the Belgian government enacted the Law of 26 July 1996 regarding the promotion of employment and 
the safeguarding of firm competitiveness. The law determines to what degree wages can increase 
with respect to wages in neighboring countries. This wage standard is set in a biannual agreement 
(inter-professional agreement, by the representative employer and labor organizations. If this sort of 
gentleman’s agreement cannot be reached, the government sets the margin in a binding collective 
agreement, by way of Royal Decree. The Law and its mechanisms have been adjusted several times, 
though it retained a central premise of wage moderation to increase employment and 
competitiveness. Important to note is that the wage standard is set at the national level. The social 
bargaining system in Belgium is also organized at the sectoral and firm-level, causing differing effects 
on wage growth and wage dispersion1819. 

The other countries had similar subsidy schemes focused on specific sectors and activation of specific 
labor categories. Apart from the “structural reduction”, which knows its counterpart only in France20, 
the PWTE measures regarding overtime and night and shift work, are quite unique to Belgium. In 
2011, several expert groups released a report regarding labor costs, wage subsidies, labor 
productivity, and efforts on education of firms21. On wage subsidies, it stated that the subsidization 
rate had risen from 0,25% in 1995 to 3,18% in 2011. By that time, the PWTE were one of the main 
sources. In the report they compared the rate of (private sector) wage subsidies in Belgium with those 
of France, The Netherlands, and Germany. During the period 1996-2011, the rate of subsidization was 
higher in Belgium, on average close to 3%, with reference countries under 1%. The rate went up in 
the period after that, reaching 4,37% in 2017. The rates in the reference countries decreased, apart 
from France which increased slightly22. 

Further comparing these countries, they found that productivity is generally higher in Belgium, but 
its growth was insufficient, in comparison to neighboring countries, to keep pace with wage growth. 
In some sectors wage growth was higher than productivity growth, despite substantial wage 
subsidies. These divergences in periods of a growing economy can lead to sudden lower margins in 
downturns., which then must be compensated for by higher subsidies to avoid major job losses. High 
labor costs can induce more intensive use of capital and high skilled labor, replacing lower skilled 
labor. This can be cause as well because of increases in average wages (for high skilled labor) leading 
to an overall loss of jobs (EGCW/GECE, 2013). 

In 2014, the Competitiveness Pact was agreed upon to enable several structural reforms. First, the Tax 
shift reform, adopted in 2015 and phased over 2016 to 2020, lowered SSC and PIT rates. The PWTE 
known as the “structural reduction” was reformed to a 1% reduction in employer contributions.  
Afterwards, the CIT rate was cut from 33,9% to 25% between 2018 and 2020 and the CIT rate for 

 

18 In 2009, it was mentioned explicitly that the PWTE measures for overtime, night and shift work, and IPA, should not lead 
to wage increases (CRB, 2009).  

19 Wage dispersion is the variation in compensation for similar skills. See for example Plasman et al, (2007). 

20 Crédit d’impôt pour la compétitivité et l’emploi 

21 EGCW - Expertengroep “Concurrentievermogen en Werkgelegendheid” ; GECE - Groupe d’experts “Compétitivité et 
Emploi”, 2013, Arbeidskosten, loonsubsidies, arbeidsproductiviteit en opleidingsinspanningen van ondernemingen; Coût 
salarial, subventions salariales, productivité du travail et effort de formation des entreprises, Report to the Belgian Federal 
Government. 

22 CRB (2019): https://www.ccecrb.fgov.be/dpics/fichiers/2019-01-17-03-47-53_doc190102nl.pdf  

https://www.ccecrb.fgov.be/dpics/fichiers/2019-01-17-03-47-53_doc190102nl.pdf
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SME’s on the first 100 000 euro of taxable income was reduced to 20%23. The Belgian tax reform was 
also intended to be budget neutral through base broadening measures (limiting deductions, 
modifying the Notional Interest Deduction, Anti-Tax avoidance measures...). Along with these reforms 
was the hope that they would have a positive return on investment over time. 

In 2017, the calculation of the “safety” margin was adjusted and corrected for historical divergences 
(OECD, 2017a). This safety margin is included to account for possible prediction errors in the growth 
of the wage gap. Though, the structural reduction and some of the other PWTEs were considered to 
also address the gap, only the reform of the conversion of the structural reduction (related to IPA) for 
the profit sector into a permanent SSC reduction of 1% was accounted for in the calculation of the 
safety margin. 

2.3.2 Supporting research, development and innovation 

R&D (&I for innovation) is a concept that includes scientific achievements and discoveries, the 
delivery of new technologies to the firm and derived products to the market, adjustments in the 
organization of the work place, energy efficiency, innovative market strategies, improved knowledge 
management, and much more. Investment in R&D is seen as an important source of long-term 
productivity24 and economic growth (Romer, 1990) and potentially provides significant positive 
spillovers to society (Bloom et al, 2013; Lucking et al, 2019). Knowledge spillovers that arise from 
R&D activities are one of the primary economic rationales for a government intervention (Hall, 2019; 
Ackcigit, Hanley, & Serrano-Velarde, 2013). It is often argued that the level of investment in 
innovation is below a social optimum (High Council of Finance, 2020).  

At the 2002 Barcelona summit, EU member states agreed to raise R&D expenditures to 3% of GDP by 
2010. This objective was not met, and the promise was renewed in the Europe 2020 strategy25. In 
2018, Belgium achieved a R&D expenditure of 2,68% of GDP (Eurostat, 2020).  

Reasons for underinvestment in R&D include the high uncertainty of success or failure, the significant 
investment requirements (in research infrastructure), access to financing (liquidity restraints), the 
search for skilled employees, etc. Personnel costs constitute on average 60% of all R&D expenditures 
(Spithoven & Phalet, 2016). According to a survey in 2004 for Flanders, (Steunpunt O&O Statistieken 
K.U.Leuven / CFS-STAT) firms indicated the main concerns related to increased investment in R&D: 
high cost barriers (16%), lack of financing (14%), lack of available qualified employees (11%), 
unstable demand for R&D (10%), and market dominance (13%). The survey also showed that, in 
2004, 23% of R&D staff had no higher education (Aerts et al,2007). 

In Belgium, regional governments are competent for direct support for R&D and innovation by private 
firms. In 2015, about 20% of R&D active firms received public support through regional subsidies 
(Dumont, 2019). In addition, the Belgian federal government introduced several tax incentives, 
including the partial PWTE for R&D personnel and young innovative companies (YIC). The idea was 

 

23 The CIT rates in the EU had been decreasing for some time as well. In 2019, the average was 21.9% and decreased to 
21.5% in 2020 (EU,2021). 

24 R&D investment has generally had a positive impact on average annual growth of value added and average annual 
employment growth for periods of four years or longer. In a shorter time, span, the effect could not be demonstrated. With 
respect to productivity growth, no clear difference was found between the R&D group and non-R&D group (Vennix, 2019). 

25 To meet the 3% target in the EU, an estimated additional investment of 110 billion per year would be required (Borunsky, 
Dumitrescu Goranov, Ravet & Rakic, 2020). 
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that direct subsidies could be useful to support R&D in the early stages, while other tax incentives 
could complement them as a general incentive for firms to invest in R&D (HCF, 2020). The hypothesis 
behind tax incentives for R&D is that reducing the cost of R&D also increases private expenditure on 
R&D. In 2017, R&D tax incentives in OECD countries accounted for around 50% of total government 
support, compared to 30% in 2000 (Appelt, et all, 2020). 

There are different kinds of measures aimed at supporting R&D. They can be direct subsidies in the 
form of grants. They involve the government in the process, allowing for some ‘directionality’, but 
usually require a higher administrative cost (Hall, 2019). Support measures for R&D can be tax 
incentives in the form of deductions, exemptions, and tax credits. Income-based incentives relate to the 
exploitation phase (output) of which the benefit depends on success rate. These measures reward 
intangible capital income (patents, copyrights (IP), or provide tax credits in CIT). Expenditure-based 
incentives focus on the initial phase (input), are independent of success, and are more likely to support 
experimental research and risky investment.  

The PWTE mechanism fits the definition of an expenditure-based tax incentive and is likely to be more 
favorable to innovative start-ups because it does not exclude firms that incur losses from receiving 
the subsidy (IMF, 2016). The PWTE could also be considered more neutral as it avoids a winner 
picking bias prevalent in the case of direct subsidies. 

Figure 2-8 presents the implied subsidy rate on R&D expenditures measuring the extent of 
expenditure-based R&D tax relief across countries. Implied tax subsidy rates are measured as the 
difference between one unit of investment and the pretax income required to break even on that 
investment unit. The more generous the tax relief the higher the implied subsidy rate. A rate of zero 
means R&D does not receive tax relief. France provides the most generous relief among all OECD 
countries. Since 2004, Belgium’s extent of tax relief has closely followed the OECD average 
(Eurostat,2020). 
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Figure 2-8 
Implied subsidy rates R&D (source: OECD, 2020) 

 

The Belgian Federal government is competent for tax revenue collection through PIT and CIT, and 
introduced, apart from the PWTE measures, a set of other measures in CIT. The measures concerned 
are all in some way tied to R&D expenditure, though also other measures exist intended to stimulate 
investment26. 

In 2018, tax expenditures in CIT for R&D amounted to 1.315 million euro. The largest part of this 
amount was due to the deduction for patent income27 (782 million euro), followed by refundable tax 
credits for R&D28 (267 million euro), the deduction for innovation29 (167 million euro), and the 
investment allowance related to green R&D investments (98 million euro). The total revenue forgone 
from these tax expenditures was still under 500 million in 2015 and grew to 855 and 976 million euro 
in 2016 and 2017 respectively. The main source of this increase in expenditure was due to the 
deduction for patent income. 

 

 

26 Introduced in 2006, the measure of the notional interest rate deduction allows companies subject to CIT to deduct 
fictitious amount of interest from their taxable income, which is calculated based on shareholder’s equity. Legislative 
changes, in 2013, ruled out the carrying-forward of unused allowances. From then, small companies can receive an 
additional 0.5% risk premium and the cap was limited from 6.5% to 3%. Since 2018, the deduction no longer applies to the 
full equity stock.  

27 At the time of writing, 85% of intellectual property income can be exempted from taxable corporate income. With the 
current rate of 25% this means an effective tax rate of 3.75%. 

28 Introduced in 2007. Tax credit proportional to R&D expenses, provided as an alternative to the investment deduction. 

29 Introduced in 2016. 
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Figure 2-9 
R&D expenditure as % of GDP 

 

Figure 2-9 presents total R&D expenditure as a percentage of GDP for Belgium, Germany, France and 
the Netherlands. R&D expenditure in Belgium reached a low point in 2005 but has increased steadily 
since then. Figure 2-10 and Figure 2-11 respectively show the share of direct (DF) and indirect 
(RDTAX) funding as % of GDP and as % of total private business expenditure on R&D (BERD). The 
second plot also differentiates between indirect funding by the national and regional governments 
respectively30. Across many OECD countries, tax incentives (or indirect support measures) became a 
larger part of the R&D tax policy mix (Eurostat, 2021). 

Naturally, the amount of R&D expenditures in each country is only an intermediate step. The actual 
effects for society resulting from these expenditures are the ultimate indicators in a cost-benefit 
analysis that should inform policy making. The literature review in section 4 provides a brief 
overview of empirical studies indicating some of the possible effects.    

 

30 Unfortunately, there is a break in the time series from 2014. 
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Figure 2-10 
Direct and indirect government support to R&D  in % GDP 

 

Figure 2-11 
Direct and indirect government support in % BERD 
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2.3.3 Limiting the administrative burden 

An important issue, apart from policy objectives, is the administrative burden. The mechanism might 
be perceived as less burdensome than direct subsidies. This because, in principle, with existing tax 
enforcement mechanisms, no large additional administration or channels of distribution need to be 
created. However, since the conditions of the measures are tied to complex legislation, are 
continuously evolving, and are often implicitly of indefinite duration, the control mechanism requires 
much more attention and resources in order to have oversight and minimize the risk of mistakes, 
fraud, or other complications. 

These points are emphasized clearly in an audit report performed by the Court of Audit on the PWTE 
measures in 2019, and already pointed out in a previous report in 2011 concerning the PWTE for 
R&D and the patent box. The reports indicate several problems with the PWTE policy. First, the report 
states that there are no clearly defined objectives with measurable indicators. This makes it 
extremely difficult to impossible to evaluate any of the measures, provide a cost-benefit estimation, 
or to find a consensus on the legitimate rationale. As will be explained in section 3.1, this is especially 
difficult if critical information that could help in evaluating the policy is not collected. 

Secondly, with the original PWTE policy and further expansions of the different measures, hardly any 
ex ante studies were prepared, or were either not published. Ex-post evaluations, and international 
comparisons, are scarce and for the most part only available for research and development. 
Therefore, empirical evidence on the efficiency and effectiveness of most PWTE measures is 
lacking.  

Thirdly, there is no clearly defined audit strategy. The audit report states that in some years, for 
several measures with large expenditures, no in-depth audits were undertaken. The relevant tax 
administrations do not always have sufficient resources and support to investigate fair use 
sufficiently. The provisions are written into the tax code but are interwoven with other legislation 
(e.g. labor law) and social arrangements (social security, inter-professional agreements). The 
conditions have often been adjusted over the years and can be difficult to evaluate because they 
sometimes fall outside the frame of tax legislation. In the event of an audit, both the civil servant and 
the firm bear unnecessary costs and uncertainties during the process. In addition, the time available 
to check a firm is limited to just over one year while the objection period for the firm can last up to 
five years. 

Control on the conditions related to each of the PWTE measures is very difficult.  In case of night 
and shiftwork, the concept of a continuous work regime is poorly defined which allows varying 
interpretations. Additional problems can arise in the case of interim agencies and large firms. The 
complex legal conditions in combination with complex corporate structures can prevent clear 
oversight and control. In case of R&D, time sheets should provide evidence that employees spend at 
least 50% of their time on research. These are usually not uniform, often not clear, and sometimes 
not available. 

The management and administration of the PWTE for R&D falls on the Federal department for 
scientific policy (BELSPO). The application of a project or program must be submitted to BELSPO 
beforehand in order to benefit from the exemption. In 2014, the definition of what constitutes R&D&I, 
enabling eligibility, was slightly expanded to include experimental products. Also, since 2014, prior 
approvals granted by BELSPO can be requested by firms or the tax administration. This potentially 
grants firms more confidence in their eligibility for this PWTE before making significant investments. 
However, BELSPO only checks eligibility while the control on the use of the measures afterwards 
remains a task of the tax administration. 
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Another administrative challenge is the highly decentralized federal structure of Belgium. Following 
every State Reform, the regional governments have taken increasingly hold of decision power in many 
policy fields. While the regions have the competence to distribute direct subsidies, the required tax 
revenues are for the most part still collected through the Federal Finance department, from which the 
federal government can enact subsidies indirectly by way of tax expenditure (divergence from the 
revenue collection). Data on all kinds of different but possibly related support mechanisms are 
decentralized. Integrating these different sources takes time and is not always feasible. 
Because of a lack of time and clear objectives, we are forced to review the PWTE measures in a limited 
way and almost in isolation from all other policies. To resolve this pertinent issue, more intense and 
goal-oriented cooperation between government ministries from different levels is required. 

As a final administrative point, the PWTE measures, as is the nature of tax expenditures, are 
considered non-transparent. Apart from lacking systematic follow-up of relevant data, it is not clear 
how to measure the cost of the policy more accurately, or in what degree it has incentive effects. As 
stated, the revenue forgone approach only indicates the tax revenue not collected ex-post. These 
amounts do not necessarily represent the real economic costs and benefits. Furthermore, the 
withheld amounts not transferred are part of earned income taxes in PIT but are redistributed to 
employers. Employees normally have no direct knowledge of these transfers.  

2.3.4 Additional issues 

An issue related to the disincentive effects of labor taxation is the hidden economy. Other than 
encouraging relocation or hiring foreign lower wage workers, a relatively high labor tax can also 
induce more unregistered work. A reduction of labor tax may make an unknown but existing labor 
output legal and incentivize firms to operate within the Belgian legal framework. The measures 
regarding overtime (CRB, 2009) and those related to international maritime shipping were put 
forward to address this aspect. 

Another issue which must be considered are the EU State aid rules31. A firm that receives 
government support gains an advantage over its competitors. The Treaty prohibits it unless justified 
by reasons of general economic development. Five cumulative criteria are instituted to classify 
government intervention as state aid: The measure uses state resources; it confers an advantage to a 
certain undertaking; the advantage must be selective; the measure must distort market competition; 
and it affects trade between member states. Apart from these general rules, many (sector-) specific 
rules exist. 

For example, in the case of R&D, the European Commission has urged member states to increase 
spending, as it currently falls below the 3% target set by the EU 2020 strategy, and constructed special 
rules concerning state aid. Specifically, the PWTE for YIC is considered selective state aid, though it is 
considered compatible with art. 107 of the Treaty. In order stay within the limits of State aid, and 
control the level of government spending, public support should still be as efficiently aimed as 
possible. Finding the optimum mechanism and level of support can be very challenging (Nicolaides, 
2013). This is because of the nature of R&D comes with uncertain and unequal outcomes, problems 
of asymmetric information, the difficulty of capturing or measuring positive externalities, and 
significant differences of level of support among EU member states. 

Finally, a major issue that complicates investigating the PWTE policy in isolation is that many similar 
measures exist related to Social Security. For 2018, reductions in SSC, related to the structural 

 

31 https://ec.europa.eu/competition-policy/state-aid/legislation_en  

https://ec.europa.eu/competition-policy/state-aid/legislation_en
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reduction, employment of young people, first recruitments32, and the so-called “plus plans”, amounted 
to 1,9 billion euros in 2018. The management and data collection of these measures rests with SPF 
Social Security. Quarterly data is collected on the number of employees affected and exempted 
amounts, of which the aggregated statistics are published online33. 

3 Descriptive analysis 

This section contains a descriptive analysis of the main measures under investigation. First, we 
describe the data. Next, we examine to what degree firms use several measures cumulatively. We 
want to provide an answer to who receives how much and for what. For this, we observe the subsidy 
amounts and number of firms over time from 2004 until 2018. We also take a closer look at the 
distributions among the subsidized firms. Additionally, we look at what the differences are 
concerning the take-up and level of support between SME’s and large enterprises. Finally, we look at 
the subsidy amounts and number of firms by economic sector. The appendix provides several 
summary plots and statistics for the main PWTE measures not directly mentioned in this section. 

3.1 Data 

As a starting point we relied on the Federal Inventory of Tax Expenditures. It provides aggregated data 
on the amounts of revenue forgone by measure from 2005 until 2019. However, to investigate these 
policies in depth we use other sources which provide more detailed data on firms. The data containing 
the PWTE applications by firm and type of measure, available from 2004 until 2019, with preliminary 
data for 2020, is linked with BELCOTAX, which provides data on number of employees, payroll, 
withheld payroll income taxes, SSC, and other remunerations. This is merged with declarations in CIT 
and yearly firm account data, available from 2009 until 2018. We can differentiate between sectors 
of the economy using NACEBEL codes based on each firm’s main economic activity. To compare the 
characteristics of subsidized firms with its respective sector, we collected data from the national 
accounts provided by the National Bank of Belgium. 

In estimating the effects on CIT revenues, we rely on the MISIS-model. This model allows for 
simulations of corporate tax reform using data from tax returns and annual accounts of firms. The 
database merges accounting and tax data, based on the corporation number. However, it should be 
noted that it is practically impossible, with very few exceptions, to establish robust relationships 
between accounting data and tax data. The former can, however, be used in some simulations. 
Because corporation numbers do not necessarily denote one firm in isolation, what constitutes a firm 
should be interpreted carefully. Additionally, because of different reporting requirements regarding 
the yearly accounts, it is difficult to impossible to collect representative data of all firms. Therefore, 
an analysis on the characteristics of subsidized firms can be biased to favor larger firms compared to 
smaller ones. 

To evaluate any of the PWTE policies, we lack some critical variables. Specifically, we do not 
have statistics on the exact number of subsidized employees. Employers are required to keep a 
nominative list regarding the PWTE. It records, among other things, which specific employees the 
exemptions are applied to. This information is only provided when requested in the event of a tax 
audit. Thus structurally, the federal tax administrations, which are required to manage and check the 
use of these measures, have no prior knowledge of the number of employees the subsidy is applied. 

 

32 See Novella (2021) for a recent impact evaluation. 

33 https://www.rsz.be/stats/globale-tijdreeksen-verminderingen#data 

https://www.rsz.be/stats/globale-tijdreeksen-verminderingen#data
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Correspondingly, also the employee usually has no idea whether his own payroll is subsidized by a 
certain PWTE provision or not. Evaluating these policies or even estimating any possible effects 
concerning employment becomes quite difficult. For example, we cannot empirically investigate 
the influence of the employee’s specific level of PIT (or withholding rate), level of wage, skill 
level, etc., in depth directly. 

Another important problem with investigating a policy’s impact is the lack of integrated data 
containing all direct and indirect subsidies distributed to employers and employees. As mentioned, 
before, there are measures related to Social Security, corporate income taxation, and measures on 
regional and local level. In case of the measures in Social Security, we received data on social 
contribution reductions in 2019. In case of R&D, we did not collect or request all relevant data. 
Instead, we focused on what was available to us and relied on the empirical literature produced by 
other researchers34. 

For the purpose of the analysis below, we define firm size according to the number of employees. 
Micro, small, medium, and large firms respectively employ less than 10, between 10 and 50, between 
50 and 250, and more than 250 employees. Subsidy per employee is defined as the total subsidy 
divided by the firm’s total work force. 

3.2 Combined use and distribution of measures 

Investigating the relationship between the take up of the different measures over the sample period 
(2004-2019), we do see some overlap. Table 3-1 illustrates the combination of different categories of 
measures used by firms. 70% only uses measures in one category while 23% combines two. About 
5% combine three categories, while less than 1% combines four categories or more.  

Table 3-1  
Combined use of measures 

Number of categories Firms percent 

1 310.353 70,84% 

2 101.034 23,06% 

3 23.805 5,43% 

4 2.818 0,64% 

5 77 0,02% 

6 2 0,00% 

 

In 2018-2019, the strongest correlation35 was between night and shiftwork and overtime. This 
indicates that firms applying for night and shift work are more likely to apply for overtime, and vice 
versa. Some firms participating in the PWTE for R&D also apply for the measure for young employees 
and overtime. Focusing on firms receiving relatively higher subsidies, the same correlations increase 
substantially. This could indicate that the larger the firm the more different activities and work 
regimes it engages in, and the more it is able to benefit from the range of different subsidies. 

 

34 See BELSPO for notes, statistical briefs, etc. Latest report 2009-2019 on R&D support: 
http://www.belspo.be/belspo/organisation/Publ/pub_ostc/BRISTI/MINIPUBL_2009-2019i_nf.pdf  

35 Deduced by converting take-up of a measure into dummies and constructing a correlation matrix 

https://www.belspo.be/
http://www.belspo.be/belspo/organisation/Publ/pub_ostc/BRISTI/MINIPUBL_2009-2019i_nf.pdf
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Considering specific measures in all categories, we find a correlation between take-up of the general 
night and shift PWTE and the measure with respect to continuous work. Most firms applying for the 
PWTE in construction do not use the other measures. The PWTE measures for scientific researchers 
in the private sector are often combined in one firm. The introduction of the category for bachelor’s 
degrees seemed of greater use to firms already using the master and doctor PWTE. The use of 
combinations among the other measures (universities, scientific institutions, partner agreements, 
and YIC) is non-existent. Looking at correlations between take-up of PWTE measures with respect to 
overtime and night and shift work, the highest positive relationship is found between the measure of 
night and shift work for construction work with the overtime measure on the first 130 hours of 
overtime with a surcharge of 20%. 

Table 3-2 shows the distribution by deciles of all PWTE measures in the year 2018.  All amounts of 
PWTE are aggregated on firm level. Over 90% of the total amount goes to 10% of the subsidized 
firms. Most of the distributed amount in the top deciles can be located with the main measures. 
Decomposing into centiles reveals that 1% of firms received 84% of all PWTE amounts in 2018. 

Table 3-2 
Decile distribution – All measures in 201836 

Decile Range Total subsidy (thousand €) % of total subsidy 

1 [1,16) 106 0,00 

2 [16,34) 368 0,01 

3 [34,61) 659 0,02 

4 [61,107) 1.154 0,04 

5 [107,194) 2.057 0,06 

6 [194,370) 3.823 0,12 

7 [370,781) 7.764 0,24 

8 [781,1920) 17.709 0,56 

9 [1920,6600) 50.916 1,60 

10 [6600,56.600.000] 3.090.390 97,34 

 
Table 3-3 

Centile distribution – All measures in 201837 
Centile Range Total subsidy (thousand €) % of total subsidy 

91 [6600,7820) 10.139 0,33 

92 [7820,9530) 12.195 0,39 

93 [9530,11800) 14.990 0,49 

94 [11800,15100) 18.794 0,61 

95 [15100,19900) 24.507 0,79 

96 [19900,28600) 33.617 1,09 

97 [28600,46200) 51.457 1,67 

98 [46200,91600) 92.295 2,99 

99 [91600,266000) 222.005 7,18 

100 [266000,56600000] 2.610.386 84,47 

 

36 “Social maribel” not included 

37 Idem. 
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3.3 Night and shift work 

 

Figure 3-1 
Revenue forgone by measure - Night and shift work 

 

 

The PWTE on the wages of employees in firms that engage in night and shift work was introduced in 
2004. Originally set at 0,5%, it was raised to 1% the following year, to 5,63% in 2006, to 10,7% in 
April 2007, and another increase to 15,6% in 2009. In 2016, the general rate was set at 22,8% and did 
not move since. This PWTE was also expanded to certain autonomous public firms38. In 2014, an 
increase in the exemption rate of 2,2% was introduced for firms engaged in full-time continuous work 
regimes.  

This measure (except in 2007) always represented the largest share of total PWTE expenditure 
(averaging 48% in 2017-2019). The more than five thousand firms applying for this measure received 
on average 250 thousand euros in 2018, representing on average about 3% of a firm’s total labor cost. 
The growth rate of these measures closely followed the increases of the respective discount rates. 

Survival analysis, using take-up of the PWTE as a dependent variable39, reveals that starting from 
2009, a large share of the firms continues to participate in this PWTE. Concretely, after a four-year 
period more than 80% of the same firms are still participating, after ten years about 40%. 

 

38 Proximus, Bpost, NMBS and HR Rail. 

39 It does not necessarily denote foreclosure. 
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The introduction of payroll exemption in construction work in 2018 resulted in an immediate take-
up of more than ten thousand employers, while the take-up in the general rule and continuous work 
remained stable. The average exempted amounts were much lower in construction than the other 
categories even though similar exemption rates applied. Most are micro firms, with less than 10 
employees, or small firms with less than 50 employees. 

Only considering the measures for night and shift work and continuous work, we divided firms by 
size (according to number of employees). About 70% of participants are small and medium firms, 
while large firms (more than 250 employees) averages around 13%. These small and medium firms 
receive just under 20% of total subsidies while large firms receive close to 80%. These percentages 
have been stable in the period from 2009 until 201840. 

 

Table 3-4 shows the distribution in deciles for night and shift work in 2018. 50% of firms received 
3210 euro or less. Plotting a Lorenz distribution of the subsidies by quantiles41, reveals that this 
distribution has remained stable throughout the past decade. Interestingly, the upper 25% shows a 
higher inequality, indicating that even among the top quantile of subsidized firms a few firms received 
much more than the others in this group. This can also be seen in the wide range in the tenth decile. 

Table 3-4 
Decile distribution – night and shift work in 2018 

Decile Range Total subsidy (thousand €) % of total subsidy 

1 [1,555) 426 0,03 

2 [555,861) 1.134 0,07 

3 [861,1450) 1.903 0,12 

4 [1450,2150) 2.826 0,18 

5 [2150,3210) 4.241 0,26 

6 [3210,5000) 6.459 0,40 

7 [5000,8780) 10.604 0,66 

8 [8780,19600) 20.843 1,30 

9 [19600,80300) 65.497 4,09 

10 [80300,56500000] 1.488.157 92,89 

 

Since the PWTE depends on the number of employees eligible for this measure, we must take account 
of the employment level in each firm. Plotting a Lorenz distribution, the inequality between firms is 
tempered but still clearly visible. 50% of firms received around 400 euro or less per employee while 
the average subsidy amount is almost double. Expressing inequality by the Gini-coefficient42, it drops 
from 0,9 to 0,58 after accounting for the size of the workforce in each firm43. 

 

40 See Table 10-4 and Table 10-5 in the appendix 

41 Dividing in 4 equal samples. 

42 0 is complete equality and 1 is complete inequality 

43 See Figure 10-5 in the appendix. 
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3.4 Research & development 

Figure 3-2 
Revenue forgone by measure – R&D 

 

In 2013, all exemption rates were set at 80%. In 2018 a 40% exemption rate for bachelor’s degrees 
was introduced and set to 80% in 2020. In the case of bachelor’s, master’s or doctoral degrees, the 
exemption of transferring the withholding payroll tax is limited to 25% of the total amount liable for 
exemption. This percentage increases to 50% for small businesses. 

Figure 3-2 shows the revenue forgone per PWTE measure in R&D. The top categories are master and 
doctoral degrees (in the private sector), followed by the PWTE for researchers in universities and 
scientific institutions. The PWTE for partner agreements and YIC are a comparatively minor 
expenditure. The measures in R&D represented 2,3% of the total number of employers benefiting 
from any PWTE and 33% of total PWTE expenditures in 2019. 

The number of firms participating in the PWTE for R&D, and the total tax expenditure, has more than 
doubled from 2009 to 2018. The average amount received in 2009 was higher than 300 thousand 
euro. Then the average was dropping until 2013, after which it quickly rose to around 300 thousand 
euro again. The subsidy represented on average about 1% of total labor cost. 

The share of number of firms participating in the PWTE for R&D, according to the size of the firm’s 
workforce are quite equally distributed among micro (21%), small (34%), medium (28%), and large 
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firms (16%). However, large firms receive about 72% of the total subsidies followed by medium firms, 
which receive about 18%44. 

Survival analysis reveals that more than 80% of the firms participating in 2009 use a PWTE for R&D 
four years later. After five years, so 2014, participation starts dropping faster with 20% of the same 
firms remaining by 2018. Only medium firms are indicated to have slightly higher rates (83% in 2014, 
to 35% in 2018). In case of YIC, the same trend is observed, though medium firms are less likely to 
continue participation over the years than small and micro firms. A possibility is that after some time 
they are more likely to exceed a certain threshold. 

Table 3-5 
Decile distribution – R&D measures in 2018 

Decile Range Total subsidy (thousand €) % of total subsidy 

1 [1,5890] 995 0,10 

2 [5890,11000) 2.800 0,27 

3 [11000,17600) 4.680 0,46 

4 [17600e,26600) 7.185 0,70 

5 [26600,39900) 10.840 1,06 

6 [39900,63200) 16.659 1,62 

7 [63200,98500) 26.636 2,60 

8 [98500,188000) 44.740 4,36 

9 [188000,455000) 95.258 9,28 

10 [455000,45500000] 816.541 79,56 

 

Table 3-5 shows the distribution of the subsidies by deciles. The ranges of the fourth until the seventh 
deciles are close. The range of amounts goes up exponentially when moving up the eighth, ninth and 
tenth deciles. Plotting a Lorenz distribution of the PWTE shows a similar pattern as the case of night 
and shift work. The highest rate of inequality of subsidies is in the top 25%. When we account for the 
size of the firm’s workforce, the distribution pattern consistently remains the same over the past 
decade (2009-2018)45. Dividing the subsidy by each firm’s total workforce, 50% of firms receive 478 
euros or less per employee in 2018, while the average is triple that amount.  We also see a large 
difference when we compare the third quantile (1.660 euro) with the average amount in the fourth 
quantile (26.077 euro). 

 

 

44 See Table 10-7 and Table 10-8 in the appendix. 

45 See Figure 10-8 in the appendix. 
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3.5 Structural reduction 

Figure 3-3 
Revenue forgone by measure – Structural reduction 

 

A structural reduction was introduced in May 2007 and set at 0,25%. The rate was increased to 0,75% 
in 2009 and to 1% in 2010. The measure was significantly reformed in April 2016 in the context of 
the tax shift. 

Figure 3-3 shows the revenue forgone of the measures related to the structural reduction. For six 
years, from 2010 to 2015, close to a billion euro per year was distributed. The average growth of 
revenue forgone in the period from 2009 to 2019 was around 10%. Before 2016, the structural (or 
general) reduction was used by more than two hundred thousand firms on average. Two years later 
take-up was about 118 thousand in the general rule, and those for SMEs and non-profit organizations. 
Accordingly, in the year 2018, the total tax expenditure reduced to around 17% of the amount in 2015. 
From 2009 to 2015 the revenue forgone represented on average 32% of the total expenditure on 
PWTE. After the 2016 reform this significantly reduced to around 5% in the period 2017-2019. Less 
than 10% of firms that started participating in 2009 still do in 2018 and are mostly micro and small 
firms. The average amount received by firms in the 2010-2015 period was about 4.500 euro, 
representing about 0,7% of labor cost. After the 2015 the average amount dropped to about 1.500 
euro per firm, representing 0,3% of labor costs. 

Over 90% of firms participating have less than 50 employees but received just 9% on average before 
2016 and less than 7% after. Meanwhile, large firms represent less than 1% of total participating 
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firms and received on average half of all subsidies. Medium firms, employing between 50 and 250 
people, represent 20% of the participating firms and received on average just under 18%46. 

Table 3-6 
Decile distribution – structural reduction in 2018 

Decile Range Total subsidy (thousand €) % of total subsidy 

1 [1,11) 57 0,03 

2 [11,25) 214 0,12 

3 [25,37) 367 0,21 

4 [37,58) 539 0,30 

5 [58,83) 811 0,46 

6 [83,127) 1.218 0,69 

7 [127,203) 1.906 1,08 

8 [203,353) 3.169 1,79 

9 [353,832) 6.311 3,57 

10 [832,3920000] 162.423 91,76 

 

Table 3-6 shows the distribution by deciles and indicates that the amounts are almost entirely 
skewed. An explanation could be that several large public firms could also benefit from this PWTE. 
Plotting Lorenz curves by subsidy amounts divided into quantiles shows that the bottom 75% percent 
received around 1.160 euro or less. Within the top 25% there is a more unequal distribution than the 
bottom groups. Accounting for size of the total workforce of each firm, we also find an unequal 
distribution which increased significantly in 201847. 

 

46 See Table 10-9 and Table 10-10 in the appendix. 

47 See Figure 10-11 in the appendix. 
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3.6 Overtime 

Figure 3-4 
Revenue forgone by measure – Overtime 

 

 

The rates for this PWTE are 32,19% on gross salaries where the surcharge of 20% is applied, and 
41,25% where surcharge of 50% or 100% is applied. This exemption applied to the first 130 hours 
per employee per year. A temporary increase to 180 hours was introduced in 201948.  The PWTE was 
made available for the construction and horeca sector in 2013. The maximum hours for horeca were 
increased from 180 to 360 hours in 2015. The exemption was also made available to certain 
autonomous public companies.  In case of construction and horeca, the use of some form of electronic 
registration has been an additional condition when applying the increased limits for overtime.  

The revenue forgone related to these exemptions, presented over time in Figure 3-4,  was 178 million 
euros in 2019, of which 0,14 million euro for the construction supplement and 1,15 million for the 
horeca supplement. These measures represent a minor share in total expenditure of PWTE with an 
average of 4,7% since 2009. However, they have benefited many firms, more than 20.000 in 2009 and 
more than 30.000 in 2019. The average amount received by firms was around 5.000 euro which 
represented 0,13% of labor costs in 2009 and 0,18% in 2018 (or about 1% of withheld payroll tax). 

 

48 A promised evaluation did not occur in 2020 and the limit returns to 130 hours in 2021. 
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Most firms participating employ less than 50 employees and received just under 20% of total 
subsidies. Only around 5% are large firms but received over half of the total amount. Close to 20% of 
firms employ between 50 and 250 people and receive around 25% of subsidies49. 

Table 3-7 
Decile distribution – overtime measures in 2018 

Deciles Range Total subsidy (thousand €) % of total subsidy 

1 [0,26) 38 0,02 

2 [26,72) 147 0,09 

3 [72,166) 364 0,22 

4 [166,344) 791 0,48 

5 [344,644) 1.552 0,93 

6 [644,112) 2.742 1,65 

7 [112,1970) 4.808 2,89 

8 [1970,3690) 8.653 5,20 

9 [3690,8330) 17.782 10,69 

10 [8330,2750000] 129.402 77,82 

The distribution across deciles in Table 3-7 reveals that the bottom 50% received 600 euro or less 
while the top 25% receive around 2.600 euro or more. Again, the top deciles account for the lion share 
of subsidies. The distribution does not seem to change over time50. Accounting for size of the 
workforce for each firm the distribution remains unequal with a Gini-coefficient of 0,65. 

3.7 Sector analysis 

In this section we want to investigate the distribution of PWTE across sectors. We aggregated firms 
on first sector level NACE-codes51. The national accounts provide statistics on the total subsidies on 
production (D39). The subsidies resulting from PWTE are part of these amounts. The other amounts 
in D39 are related to other general or targeted, federal or regional subsidies, like reductions of 

 

49 See Table 10-10 and Table 10-11 in the appendix. 

50 See Figure 10-14 in the appendix. 

51 See Table 10-12 in the appendix provides the short code descriptions for each sector. 
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employer contributions, and targeted labor activation policies. The PWTE main measures account for 
25% of the total subsidies on production in 2018. 

Figure 3-5 
Total subsidies on production and PWTE 

 

Figure 3-5 shows sectors receiving PWTE subsidies, compared with total subsidies on production, in 
2019. Most PWTE subsidies are distributed to the manufacturing sector, especially also for 
night and shift work, R&D, and overtime. R&D, apart from manufacturing, is mostly located in 
professional, scientific and technical sector, education, human health and social work activities, and 
information and communication52. Observing total subsidies on production (D39) within the 
manufacturing sector, we see most subsidies go to the manufacturing of basic metal and metal 
products, the chemical sector, food products and beverages, and manufacturing of transport 
equipment. 

Comparing the total amount with the PWTE subsidy reveals that in some sectors a large share of total 
subsidies comes from PWTEs, while in other sectors this represents a relatively small share of total 
subsidies. Firm level data for 2019, provided by the FPS Social Security, confirms that the share of 
other wage subsidies for the firms applying for the PWTE’s main measures is about 40% of the 
combined total of subsidies. Firms often combine the PWTE and SSC measures but do not necessarily 

 

52 The sectors related to ICT hardware, pharmaceuticals, chemical products and telecommunications have a traditionally a 
high level of R&D expenditure. 
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use them in the same degree. The reductions in SSC are slightly more equally distributed than the 
PWTE measures. 

Figure 3-6, Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8, respectively show the amount of PWTE subsidies, number of 
firms, and average amounts by sector and by type of measure for the year 2019. 

 

Figure 3-6 
PWTE subsidy by sector - 2018 

 

Figure 3-7 
Number of PWTE’s by sector 
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When we look at the number of measures by sector, we see that the construction and wholesale and 
retail trade sectors apply for far more exemptions than the manufacturing sector, at least for the main 
measures excluding R&D. We also see that the structural reduction is broadly used across sectors, 
while the other measures are more concentrated. The construction sector is also a heavy user of the 
structural reduction. 

Figure 3-8 
Average PWTE amount by sector - 2019 

 

The highest average amounts across sectors are those related to the PTWE measures for R&D. 
This is clearly the case for education, public administration and defense, and human health and social 
work activities. It indicates that some firms and organizations in these sectors are heavy users while 
their number is relatively limited. In case of night-shift work, we see a similar pattern of relatively 
high average amounts for the sectors transportation and storage, energy sector and employment 
activities. 

Using statistics in the A38 level national accounts we can observe the aggregate changes in 
employment and wage compensation of the most relevant sectors for the PWTE identified above. The 
professional, scientific, and technical sector and employment activities shows a clear continuous rise 
in number of employees over the last 25 years, except for the first two quarters of 2009. In contrast, 
the manufacturing sector experienced a continuous decline in number of employees, and somewhat 
stabilized since 2015. The employment level in the scientific sector surpassed those in the 
manufacturing sector after 2015. In the same period, the number of employees in the ICT sector 
and construction remained stable or barely rose. 

Unobservable in the national accounts is the percentage of employees engaged in so-called flexible 
regimes of night and shift work. It decreased in the period between 2001 and 2019, from 4,2% to 3% 
for night work, and from 9,9% to 7,1% for continuous shift work53. A similar trend can be seen for 

 

53 Based on EAK - statistics Belgium and Eurostat, 2020. 
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evening work, but opposite trends exists for weekend work, which has been continuously increasing 
over this period. 

Looking at compensation per hour in the national accounts, almost every sector experienced a steady 
increase concurring with the general increase in the total economy. The compensation in the 
professional, scientific and technical sector has been slightly lagging this trend. In case of the ICT 
sector, the employment level barely increased while the hourly compensation continued to rise faster 
than the general economy. 

4 Literature review 

4.1 Theory of labor income taxation 

PWTE are tax expenditures directed towards employers using labor income tax as a base to distribute 
from. PWTE do not directly influence an employee’s income tax rate but implicitly decreases the labor 
cost. Therefore, it can influence a firm’s labor demand, as the cost of labor decreases relative to other 
inputs and changes the trade-off of using labor in the production process. The PWTE does not 
influence labor supply directly, unless in the long run if labor demand exceeds supply inducing a 
bidding up process leading to higher wages. This induces an industry’s labor supply to follow on the 
intensive margin (employee’s work more), and the extensive margin (unemployed start working, or 
employees switch sector). Since the PWTE generally applies to all firms with similar characteristics 
and compete for the same categories of labor, on a macro-level, this might lead to higher wages, which 
large and/or heavily profitable firms can more easily absorb than smaller firms. 

There are many different possible channels through which the funds made available from the PWTE 
can be applied. A firm could be influenced in its decisions with respect to employment, wages, profit, 
capital investment, and market strategy, depending on its situation. Possibly there is also some 
threshold before the decision is made to hire an additional employee or invest an additional unit of 
capital. 

Consider the following labor demand equation: 

𝐿 = 𝐹(𝑤, 𝑟, 𝑄) 

Where 𝐿 is employment demand, 𝑤 is the wage, 𝑟 are other factor prices and 𝑄 is output. Assume that 
output demand is a function of product price 𝑝 (𝑄 = 𝑄(𝑝)), and product price is a function of factor 
prices: 

𝑝 = 𝑝(𝑤, 𝑟) 

By substituting (2) into (1): 

𝐸𝐿

𝐸𝑤
=

𝐸𝐿

𝐸𝑤
+ [

𝐸𝐿

𝐸𝑄
][
𝐸𝑄

𝐸𝑝
][
𝐸𝑝

𝐸𝑤
] 

The elasticity measured depends on which factors are held constant. 

To estimate dynamics of substitution between labor and capital the following CES production 
function is advised: 

𝑙𝑛(𝐿/𝐾) = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑙𝑛(𝑤/𝑟) 

Labor demand will increase because output demand rises in response to price declines induced by 
lower wage costs to the firm. Actual employment will increase as long if unused labor is available. 
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Where 𝐾 is capital and 𝛽0 and 𝛽1 are constants, and 𝛽1 (divided by labor’s share of output) is an 
estimate of: 

𝜂𝑖𝑖 =
%𝛥𝐸𝑖
%𝛥𝑊𝑖

 

Where subscript 𝑖 denotes the category of labor 𝑖, 𝜂 represents elasticity, and %𝛥 represents the 
percentage change. The labor demand curve slopes downward, meaning that an increase (decrease) 
in the wage rate will cause employment to decrease (increase). The larger the absolute value of 𝜂, the 
larger the employment effect by a percentage increase (or decrease) in wages. If the elasticity of labor 
demand is greater (smaller) than 1, it is considered (in)elastic. An elasticity equal to 1 is referred to 
as unitary elastic. Considering that the demand curve slopes downward, demand will be elastic in the 
upper part (where wages are high) and inelastic in the lower part (where wage are low). 

According to the Hicks-Marshall, all other things being equal, the own-wage elasticity of demand for 
a category of labor is high under the following conditions: 

1. When price elasticity of demand for the product being produced is high 

2. When other factors of production can be substituted for the category of labor 

3. When the supply of other factors of production is elastic 

4. When the cost of hiring the category of labor is a large share of total costs of production 

Demand for labor at firm-level will be more elastic than at industry level; and wage elasticity will be 
higher in the long run than the short run.  

An increase (decrease) in the wage rate increases (decreases) the relative cost of the category of labor 
and induces an employer to use less (more) of it and more (less) of other inputs (substitution effect). 
Secondly, when the wage increases (decreases) it causes the marginal costs of production to rise (fall), 
it can increase (decrease) product prices and reduce (increase) output (scale effect). 

The scale effect is defined as the percentage change in employment associated with a given 
percentage change in the wage, holding production technology constant; that is, the employment 
response that occurs without a substitution effect. The short-run labor demand elasticity includes 
only the scale effect. Therefore, estimates of short-run labor demand elasticities will likely be equal 
to the short-run scale effect, which may approximate the long-run scale effect in case product market 
substitutions occur relatively quickly. The substitution effect is the percentage change in 
employment associated with a given percentage change in the wage rate, holding output constant. It 
is a measure of how employers change their production techniques in response to wage changes, if 
output does not change and the scale effect is absent. 

The labor market can be represented graphically in the following way: 
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Figure 4-1 

 

Where the quantity of labor demanded increases as the wage decreases, leading to a downward slope. 
Conversely, the quantity of labor supplied generally increases as the wage increases, presented by the 
upward slope. However, as has been argued in the economic literature (Blundell & MaCurdy, 2008; 
Borjas, 2010), at a certain level, employees start substituting working hours for more leisure hours, 
leading to a backward bending supply curve of labor54. As shown graphically above, assuming leisure 
is a normal good, at a certain level the 𝐼𝐸 (income effect) dominates the 𝑆𝐸 (substitution effect). 

The further away the market is from perfect competition, where employers and employees are both 
price-takers and have perfect information, the less the basic implications of the theory above applies, 
the less effective subsidies can be. Disincentives for cost-saving (i.e. lowering prices) can arise. 
Perverse incentives can induce rent-seeking and labor hoarding behavior. For example, a 
monopolistic firm would be more likely to collect the benefit without any incentive towards 
additional investment. 

4.2 Effects on employment and wages 

In the end, whether wage subsidies are beneficial from an economic point of view remains an 
empirical question. We did not find studies empirically investigating the PWTE’s effectiveness in 
Belgium, except for the measures related to R&D. Additionally, we did not find exact similar versions 
of the PWTE mechanism abroad. Though, many measures are expected to work in a similar way, they 
can take the form of reduced payroll income taxes, lower SSC, direct subsidies, or employment 
vouchers. So, many variants do exist, in Belgium and abroad, but they are not necessarily easily 
comparable. 

 

54 The backward bend describes to situation where employees do not increase labor time but use the additional 
compensation per hour worked to enjoy the fruits of their labor. Transferability of labor between sectors influences the 
extent of the backward bend. This point can differ (and so can be lower) for employees from other sectors that are 
attracted to the sector with a higher wage level. On the other hand, for the total aggregate labor market, the backward-
bending labor supply applies again, except that some will be involuntarily unemployed. 
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In the empirical literature on employment effects of payroll subsidies, many studies find 
rather limited additional employment effects and some evidence of wage increases55. Reasons 
for this could be an inelastic labor supply, reduced cost-saving incentives for firms, and substitution 
of privately funded employment for subsidized employment. Since labor markets are far from the 
simple model described above, some research also focuses on the role of institutions and the 
imperfect aspects of the labor market56. Some research does find a significant positive impact on 
additionality, firm entry, and profitability57. However, these results held at least for large, established 
and profitable firms.  

An alternative to a linear subsidy could be to distribute a wage subsidy as a fixed amount per 
employee. This choice ultimately depends on the policy objective, administrative ease, and the 
affected patterns of income distribution. A linear amount could benefit low-wage workers less if they 
are relatively easier to substitute for higher skilled workers (Adams,1999; Ciccone & Peri, 2005). The 
linearity of the PWTE can be put into question since the amount depends on the withholding rate, 
which depends on the wage level of the employee, but also household composition. Employers might 
be more inclined to apply the subsidy to higher wage employees. Additionally, because the subsidy 
can be tied to educational attainment, employers might also be incentivized to substitute workers 
without official qualifications, even if they are just as skilled and productive. 

4.3 Effects on innovation 

Tax incentives for research and development are a salient topic in the economic field. In addition to 
the effect of wage subsidies on employment and wages, assessments of R&D support measures focus 
on input additionality, which is the contribution of the tax incentive to increased business R&D 
expenditure. A slightly more limited number of evaluations also consider output additionality, which 
are the effects of tax incentives on innovation and economic performance of the firm. 

If the supply for R&D personnel is inelastic, because there is a limited supply and/or they are already 
fully employed, an increase in demand may result in upward pressure on wages. Part of the 
additionality of public support may therefore simply reflect an increase in wages rather than 
an increase in R&D activities58. Ignoring this effect could overestimate the additionality of public 
support. Goolsbee (1998) estimated this could inflate additionality effects by 30% to 50%. Rising 
wages will also affect those firms that do not receive a subsidy but compete for the same categories 
of labor. The supply of labor for R&D professions in STEM fields is generally considered a bottleneck. 
This suggests that labor supply may indeed be inelastic to some degree. Firms may also replace 
private R&D budgets with public R&D grants. R&D expenditure may be crowded out by duplicate or 
more risky research.  

 

55 Knabe, & Schöb, (2007); Gruber (1997); Collishon, Cygan-Rehm & Riphhahn (2018); Anderson & Meyer (1997, 2000), 
Korkeamäki & Uusitalo (2009); Bennmarker et al. (2009); Huttunen et al. (2013); Johansen F. & Klette T.J. (1997). 

56 Saez et al. (2017); Knabe, & Schöb, (2007); Hamermesh (1993). 

57 Kangasharju (2007); Garsaa & levratto (2015); Saez, Schoefer & Seim (2017). 

58 There is some empirical evidence for this abroad: Jaumotte and Pain (2005) - OECD ;Goolsbee (1998) – USA; Marey and 
Borhans (2000) – Netherlands ; Hægeland and Møen (2007) - Norway). Also see Aerts (2008) for a discussion. 
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Research by the OECD found a gross incrementality ratio59 of 1,4. Meaning one euro of R&D tax 
support translates into 1,4 additional euros of R&D expenditure60. It was indicated that the effect was 
larger for small and medium firms compared to large firms. Little additionality was found for firms in 
highly R&D-intensive industries61. A similar degree of input additionality is found for direct support 
and tax incentive measures, suggesting potential complementarity. However, there are large 
heterogeneities across countries. The subsidies did not appear to affect R&D labor cost, suggesting 
that the effects of tax incentives are not absorbed into higher wages. Overall, there was an observed 
effect on the intensive margin (increase R&D) and extensive margin (additional firms start with R&D). 

A recent independent study reviewed the tax support policy for R&D in the United Kingdom (Connell, 
2021). Questioning the government’s analysis that each pound of tax credits generates 2,4 to 2,7 
pounds of BERD, the study critically assessed the UK industrial flag ship policy as a costly failure. The 
study found that BERD is estimated to be between 10 and 15% lower than before the R&D tax credits 
were introduced, and somewhere between one and two billion pounds is subsidizing R&D activity 
abroad. The study concluded that, with an expected additionality ratio for R&D tax credits of 1 or less, 
the objective of 2,4% of GDP R&D spending will be a difficult task. 

For Belgium, Dumont (2009) finds elasticity estimates suggesting one euro in subsidy tends to concur 
with a rise in wages of 15 up to 45 cents. Considering the educational mix lowers the impact on the 
average wages of researchers. There was also an indication of substitution of employees with a lower 
degree by PhDs (Dumont, 2014). Analyzing the influence of firm size in R&D additionality for Belgium 
(defined in terms of total unsubsidized R&D expenditure distributed in quartiles) Dumont (2013) 
finds almost none in the lower three quartiles. This is not surprising as the fourth quartile takes up 
95% of all R&D expenditure. These estimates are likely more informative on the short run impact. 
Defining an appropriate time horizon to identify R&D investment is difficult. For the period 2003-
2015, Dumont (2019) does find robust indications that the PWTE for R&D succeeds in raising 
additional R&D activities. There is a lack of evidence regarding the tax credit for R&D investment and 
the deduction of patent income. 

Evidence on the effectiveness of tax incentives is relatively limited regarding young small firms. R&D 
tax incentives’ effects on young firms, the available studies suggest, are relatively stronger 
than on established firms. Regarding output additionality, generic R&D tax incentives have a limited 
impact on innovation for all firms but a positive impact on turnover, turnover share of new products, 
services and labor productivity. There is some evidence of increased private R&D for large firms and 
reducing entry barriers for smaller firms. There is limited evidence of positive effects on employment, 
productivity, sales and added value of more targeted measures62. 

Another set of studies investigate a firm’s preference for R&D tax incentives, as opposed to other 
available instruments. Assessing the extent to which subsidies or tax incentives are contributing 
towards additional R&D activities, Busom, Corchuelo & Martinez-Ros (2014) find that older and 
larger firms tend to benefit more from tax schemes, while young firms benefit more from direct 

 

59 This ratio is used as a measure of R&D input additionality. It specifies the amount of R&D induced by one monetary unit 
of public funding, commonly referred to as “bang for buck”. Incrementality ratio is an important indicator of effectiveness, 
but they are not sufficient for an overall cost-benefit analysis (Appelt et all, 2020). 

60 The effect on experimental development is twice as high as the effect on basic and applied research. 

61 Pharmaceuticals, Computer manufacturing and scientific R&D. 

62 See Mitchell et al. (2019) for a literature review on young firms.  
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subsidies. Limited evidence shows that expenditure-based tax incentives, rather than income-based 
tax schemes, tend to have more impact on young firms, but their effect decrease when combined with 
direct subsidies (Mitchell et al., 2019). Dumont (2013, 2015 & 2019) analyzed the PWTE together 
with direct subsidies and other tax credits and exemptions indicating that there is R&D additionality, 
but it decreases when combined with different measures. This shows the need to coordinate between 
the regions and the federal government as to the entire amount, and the channels of distribution, of 
public support that is granted to firms for R&D activities. 

Biatour, Dumont & Kegels (2020) analyzed four different sectors in six comparable countries from 
2009 to 2019 and indicated various trends in R&D expenditure. Namely, a trend towards 
specialization of R&D-activities and a weakening link between R&D and production. This especially 
holds for the pharmaceutical sector, while other sectors experience a more stable, though not 
increasing correlation with colocation combination of different phases of the R&D process. There is a 
trend towards a greater reliance on immaterial (knowledge intensive) versus material capital goods. 
All investigated sectors show significant decreases in capital intensity, except ICT services which has 
accumulated more immaterial capital goods focused in R&D. Little additionality could be found in 
highly R&D-intensive sectors. The variation related to the pharmaceutical sector could be mainly 
attributed to the activities of a small number of large firms of which the majority has its corporate 
headquarters abroad. 

A cost-benefit analysis should also include assessments of positive and negative spillovers. As 
mentioned above, knowledge spillovers can be an important reason for government support. 
However, they can be difficult to identify. From an international perspective, an increase in one 
country’s R&D expenditure and attraction of intellectual property (IP) revenue at the expense of 
another country, solely because of the availability of a tax incentive, could be considered a negative 
spill-over. There is some evidence that patent boxes do not necessarily stimulate R&D and can be used 
as a profit-shifting instrument. They do not reduce innovation risks ex ante, but reward success 
instead. They may also be used as an instrument of tax competition (Alstadsæter, Barrios, Nicodeme, 
Skonieczna, & Vezzani, 2018). Overall, patent boxes seem to be an ineffective, inefficient way of 
supporting R&D (CPB, 2014).  

Belgium is doing relatively well with regards to the filing of patents. Belgium specializes in certain 
technologies and sectors (biotechnology and pharmaceuticals) but seems behind in digital 
innovation. 40% of Belgian patents filed at EPO are concentrated in the hands of the top ten Belgian 
players. There is a high degree of international collaborations in patents. Despite that Belgium is 
somewhat lagging in STEM education, universities are very active regarding patents (Cheliout, 2020). 

A positive spill-over effect could occur if R&D works as a complement between countries, so that an 
increase government funding in one country induces higher spending abroad. Either in order to catch 
up, or if there are significant cross-country externalities. 

The International Tax Competitiveness Index (ITCI) attempts to measure the extent to which a 
country’s tax system adheres to two important aspects of tax policy: competitiveness and neutrality. 
A competitive tax system keeps marginal tax rates low. Since capital is highly mobile, firms can choose 
to invest in any number of countries to find the highest rate on investment. Tax rates that are too high 
can divert investment or can lead to tax avoidance. A neutral tax system seeks to raise the most 
revenue with the fewest economic distortions. This means not favoring saving over consumption or 
having targeted tax breaks for specific activities by individuals or businesses (Bunn & Asen, 2020). 

The ITCI considers countries providing patent boxes and R&D tax subsidies scoring worse than those 
that do not. Patent boxes are aimed at attracting intellectual property with lower tax rates on the 
derived income. Intellectual property is extremely mobile, hence the effectiveness in attracting this 
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from of capital by lower rates. However, tax revenues decline as the loss of revenue by lower rates 
can only partially be offset by revenue from newly attracted patent income (Griffith, Miller & 
O’Connell, 2014).  

The literature points towards some good practices to make R&D tax support more effective: 1) focus 
on young and small companies benefit; 2) simplify the measures and their application procedure; and 
3) regularly evaluate their impact. Possibly good design features include carry-forward provisions, 
cash refunds and relief from labor taxes (CPB, 2014; Ognyanova, 2017). These last features point 
towards the need to reduce ex ante costs and make subsidies less dependent on income. 

5 Econometric analysis 

This section presents a limited econometric analysis. Because there is plenty of more sophisticated 
analysis on different aspects of R&D, and other data are more suitable to investigate the effect on R&D. 
we limit our analysis to the PWTE with respect to night and shiftwork. This latter category is more 
of a black box. The basic questions with respect to the response on wages and employment due to a 
wage subsidy apply here as well. 

We investigate whether the exemption rate affected employment and the wage level63. In 2016, the 
exemption rate increased from 15% to 22%. As this is the only rate change in the sample period, the 
variance is limited. However, it is useful because the change is external to a firm’s decision to take up 
the subsidy. Ideally, the questions could have been answered by comparing employees who benefit 
from the PWTE with their counterparts who do not. However, data on the identity of the beneficiaries 
of the PWTE do not exist. Alternatively, we could have investigated the relationships between 
employment, wages and the subsidized amount. Due to a high degree of collinearity between the 
subsidized amount, wages and employment, we chose not to do so.  

We estimate the effects of the rate change in panel models64. Panel models control for time fixed 
effects (changes in the economic environment that affect all firms at the same time65) and firm fixed 
effects (characteristics of the firms that remain stable through time). The first model assesses to 
what extent employment is affected by the change in exemption rate, when we control for the 
average wage and the capital stock. The capital stock serves as a proxy for productivity and firm 
size. The second model investigates whether the exemption rate affects the average wage level, 
controlling for the capital stock and employment. Considering the highly skewed distribution 
indicated in the previous analysis, all continuous variables in the models are log transformed. 

To investigate how the subsidy affects employment, wages and productivity of a firm, and see if there 
is any additionality, a difference-in-differences approach would have been ideal to determine causal 
effects. However, we lack critical data on outcome variables and were not able to construct a reliable 
control group66, for lack of a counterfactual. Furthermore, we cannot control for changes regarding 

 

63 See Figure 10-15,  Figure 10-16, and Figure 10-17 in the appendix for the evolution of averages of samples firms. 

64 See section 10.4 in the appendix for the methodology. 

65 Because of multicollinearity between the exemption rate and the time dummies, the time dummy for 1 year was 
dropped. 

66 The treatment group, in this case subsidized firms, and control group, non-subsidized firms, require holding the equal 
trends assumption. In order to account for self-selection bias the inverse Mills-ratio can be used but this approach also 
requires input variables over time that are not correlated with the subsidy amount. 
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other subsidy mechanisms, with differing conditions and definitions, that were introduced, adjusted 
or removed. Thus, the results should be interpreted with care and not be extrapolated to general 
conclusions about all firms or the PWTE mechanism. 

5.1 Sampled data 

For the purpose of this analysis, we restricted the number of firms and observations to obtain a 
balanced dataset that includes the required information on ordinary firms. First, we eliminated firms 
that did not report revenue throughout the year or whose yearly turnover or total payroll in any year 
was zero, and those that employed less than three workers. On the other end, we dropped firms that 
had a yearly payroll of over 4 million euro and those that had unlikely low or high average wage per 
employee. The observed period does not include the introduction of the construction regimes in 
201867. We balanced the panel dataset by only including the same firms over the period from 2013 to 
2018. During the observed six-year period we are left with 12.270 observations, with 2.045 unique 
firms. These sampled firms represent 35% of firms active in the PWTE regarding night and shiftwork 
(excluding the construction regime) and 18% of the total amount in 201868. 

When investigating the effect on wage levels it is important to note that we do not have data on the 
full compensation of employees. This is because of the existence of extra-legal benefits on which a lot 
of detailed data is missing. This is especially the case for stock options and company cars69. 

5.2 Results 

First, we investigated how the dependent variables of interest are correlated with the independent 
variables and among each other. Unsurprisingly, the subsidy amount is positively correlated with 
employment (0,58) and total payroll (0,7). The average wage (0,37), the labor-capital ratio (0,21) and 
profit (0,2), are weakly correlated with the amount of subsidies. Productivity, revenue, and capital 
stock have a correlation close to zero. These relationships remain relatively stable throughout the 
period from 2013 to 2018. Only the labor-capital ratio showed a continuously decreasing correlation 
with the amount of subsidies over time70. 

We estimated different panel models: a pooled OLS model, a fixed effect, and a random effect model. 
The pooled model ignores the effects of time and individual heterogeneity and is only illustrative. A 
Durbin-Wu-Hausman test indicated that the fixed effects model was more suitable than random 
effects. 

The results of the first model, displayed Table 5-1, indicate that the increase in the exemption rate is 
associated with an increase in employment of 0,9% over a period of three years. Focusing on the effect 

 

67 Though the anticipatory effect of the introduction of these exemptions could influence hiring decisions within firms 
already benefiting from another measure, most of those benefiting from the PWTE for construction sector are entering for 
the first time (see descriptive analysis) and do not usually combine both measures. It is excluded from the data set, as it is 
assumed this anticipatory effect is limited. 

68 Figures in the appendix indicate the average values of the average wage, employment level, and the average subsidy by 
year. The policy change in 2016 seems substantial enough to investigate. 

69 See Traversa & Valenduc (2020) for an analysis on this subject. 

70  0.41 in 2013 to 0.2 in 2018. 
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by year reveals that employment levels slightly decreased in 2016 and increased the two following 
years. 

Table 5-1 
 Dependent variable: 

 log(empl) 
 pooled fixed Random 
 (1) (2) (3) 

log(AVwage) 0.452*** -0.649*** -0.605*** 
 (0.029) (0.014) (0.014) 

log(capital) 0.020*** 0.001*** 0.001*** 
 (0.001) (0.0003) (0.0003) 

rate -0.006** 0.009*** 0.009*** 
 (0.002) (0.0004) (0.0004) 

Constant -0.622**  9.956*** 
 (0.290)  (0.138) 

Observations 12,270 12,270 12,270 

R2 0.047 0.201 0.156 

Adjusted R2 0.047 0.041 0.156 

F Statistic 203.003*** (df = 3; 12266) 854.956*** (df = 3; 10222) 2,268.239*** 

Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 

In the second model, we investigate to what extent the average wage is affected by the subsidy, when 
we control for productivity (proxied by the capital stock) and employment. The Durbin-Wu-Hausman 
test indicated that the fixed effects model was the most suitable.  

Table 5-2 
 Dependent variable: 

 log(AVwage) 
 pooled fixed random 
 (1) (2) (3) 

log(empl) 0.044*** -0.281*** -0.127*** 
 (0.003) (0.006) (0.005) 

log(capital) 0.004*** 0.002*** 0.002*** 
 (0.0004) (0.0002) (0.0002) 

rate 0.003*** 0.006*** 0.005*** 
 (0.001) (0.0003) (0.0003) 

Constant 9.833***  10.501*** 
 (0.018)  (0.020) 

Observations 12,270 12,270 12,270 

R2 0.039 0.215 0.092 

Adjusted R2 0.039 0.057 0.092 

F Statistic 166.610*** (df = 3; 12266) 931.494*** (df = 3; 10222) 1,243.159*** 

Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 
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The results, displayed in Table 5-2, indicate that a 1 percentage point increase in the exemption rate 
results in a 0,6% increase in the average wage. Both control variables are significant and have the 
expected sign, as the wage is positively related to productivity, which increases with capital per 
employee. Focusing again on specific years, we find that the increase in 2016 was not significant and 
the rise in average wages took place in the following two years. 

The preliminary conclusion of the econometric analysis seems to indicate that an increase of the 
exemption rate had a positive effect on employment as well as wage levels. The employment effect 
was slightly larger but only over a three year period. Since the share of the subsidy in the wage cost 
increased from 3,5% to 5% the implicit elasticity would be 0,671, suggesting an inelastic labor 
demand. Considering employment and the average wage of this sampled group of firms, the increase 
in the exemption rate was associated with an increase of the average yearly wage by 142 euro and an 
increase of 1.362 jobs over the period of three years. Running the fixed effects regression models on 
samples of different firm sizes indicates that the largest, and statistically significant, employment 
effect is found in large firms. Firms with less than 250 employees indicate smaller effects, though only 
in small firms the effect is statistically significant72. However, as stated above, to robustly estimate 
any additional effect, a difference-in-differences approach with accurate data on subsidized 
employees and their respective wage levels would be necessary. Additionally, the lack of variation of 
the policy rate in the observed period, the use of (incomplete) accounting data, and possible 
endogeneity problems in the models prevent reliable policy recommendations.  

6 Budgetary analysis 

The revenue forgone, as mentioned before, is only one approach to measure the cost. A revenue gain 
approach also attempts to capture the real economic cost of the presence of a tax expenditure. As we 
will indicate in the following sections, the revenue forgone does not represent the budgetary gain of 
a tax expenditure if it were removed. There are secondary effects which are more difficult to measure 
but should not be underestimated in its extent. 

6.1 Impact on employment and economic growth 

On our request, the Federal Planning Bureau ran a macro-economic simulation in the HERMES-model. 
The model estimates the potential economic and budgetary impact of a policy change. In this case the 
impact of the complete removal of the measures containing the structural reduction, R&D and night 
and shiftwork, was considered for the period 2022 until 202673. The reference scenario is based on 
the economic forecast published in February 2021. Because the impact of the PWTE are assumed to 
be linear, the results can be interpreted in a proportional way in case of a partial removal. The main 
results are displayed in the tables below. 

 

71 0,9 divided by 1,5 

72 See Table 10-13 and Table 10-14 in the appendix for separate regression results. 

73 See section 10.5 in the appendix. 
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Table 6-1 
Macro-economic results 

Difference in % compared to the reference scenario 

 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 

Expenditures (in volume)      

  Household consumption -0,22 -0,25 -0,27 -0,29 -0,31 

  Government consumption 0,02 0,00 -0,01 -0,01 -0,01 

  Investment -0,18 -0,25 -0,27 -0,27 -0,27 

   . Firms -0,24 -0,28 -0,26 -0,25 -0,24 

   . Government -0,19 -0,15 -0,12 -0,12 -0,12 

   . Housing 0,00 -0,22 -0,36 -0,43 -0,44 

  Export -0,11 -0,11 -0,08 -0,06 -0,05 

  Import -0,11 -0,10 -0,10 -0,10 -0,11 

  Gdp -0,17 -0,19 -0,18 -0,17 -0,17 

Deflator of household consumption 0,32 0,42 0,40 0,37 0,34 

Gdp-deflator 0,45 0,54 0,50 0,45 0,42 

Total employment      

  . in thousands -18,05 -25,93 -27,61 -27,48 -27,21 

  . in % -0,37 -0,53 -0,55 -0,55 -0,54 

Productivity per hour (firms) 0,23 0,40 0,45 0,46 0,45 

Nominal labor costs per uur (firms) 1,92 2,10 1,85 1,68 1,60 

Labor costs per unit product (firms) 1,69 1,69 1,39 1,21 1,14 

Real disposable household income -0,38 -0,38 -0,41 -0,43 -0,44 

Balance of the current foreign account (in % of Gdp) 0,10 0,10 0,11 0,12 0,13 

Table 6-2 
Impact on government finances  

Difference in million euros compared to reference scenario 

 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 

Receipts -534 -427 -618 -797 -916 

   Direct taxes households -112 -156 -292 -374 -415 

   Direct taxes companies -454 -353 -229 -181 -174 

   Other direct taxes 3 4 4 4 3 

   Indirect taxes 92 124 100 68 45 

   Asset taxes 0 3 2 0 -1 

   Social security contributions -120 -141 -289 -387 -438 

   Transfers from abroad 2 3 3 3 2 

   Other receipts 56 89 83 71 62 

Expenses -2272 -1933 -1998 -2183 -2358 

   Wages 162 232 231 213 198 

   Intermediairy use and taxes 67 90 89 82 78 

   Unemployment benefits 209 304 329 333 337 

   Other social expenditure 195 421 464 428 391 

   Subsidies -3007 -3101 -3210 -3307 -3400 

   Bruto fixed capital formation 68 77 64 53 48 

   Capital transfers 14 19 18 17 16 

   Other primary expenditures 17 23 23 19 15 

   Interest charges 2 2 -7 -21 -43 

Account receivable balance 1738 1505 1380 1386 1443 

Ex ante budgetary impact 3036 3141 3246 3339 3432 
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The initial ex-ante estimates (not considering any effects on economy activity, employment and 
prices) show a budgetary gain of 3 billion euro in 2022 and 3,4 billion in 2026. Ex post, considering 
all effects of the economic relationships included in the model, the budgetary gain is much more 
limited. The budgetary gain is limited to 1,7 billion in 2022 or 1,4 billion by 2026.  

First, the removal of the policy has a negative impact on employment. The first year without the 
measures 18.000 jobs would be lost. By the third year there would be total job loss of 27.000 
compared to the reference scenario. 

The direct effect is related to the increase in labor cost inducing a substitution effect disadvantageous 
to labor. It must be noted that this effect is partly tempered by the reduced pressure of the increase 
in gross wages related to social bargaining. The indirect effect is the reduction in economic activity 
(compared to the reference scenario). Less employment means less disposable income for households 
which in turn leads to less consumption. The comparatively higher labor costs create upward 
pressure on domestic prices, which limits foreign demand for Belgian products. Additionally, the 
removal of the measures, directly and indirectly, reduces the profitability of companies. The 
combination of lower domestic and foreign demand limits investments by firms. Considering all these 
effects, GDP falls by 0,17% compared to the level of the reference scenario. The decrease in economic 
activity and employment negatively impact government finances because of reduced tax receipts and 
social security contributions. Government expenses increase because of a decreased employment. 

6.2 Impact on corporate income taxation 

As mentioned in the introduction, the subsidy resulting from PWTE remains at the disposable of the 
employer and is booked as revenue. The subsidy comes on top of taxable income of a firm and can be 
partially recuperated through CIT. The extent to which this is the case will ultimately depend on the 
deduction options of the firm.  

The MISIS model can provide an indication of the impact of the removal of the policy on CIT revenues. 
The model only allows to investigate the immediate impact of a policy change. It is static in the sense 
it does not predict firm’s investment decisions the following years. The dynamic element in the model 
lets each firm find their optimal CIT outcome in the new situation created by policy change. We ran a 
simulation for 2018. The output allows us to review the aggregated impact, the distribution between 
sectors, the impact according to firm size, type of legal entity, and the impact by region. We are also 
able to differentiate the impact on the tax base and final corporate income tax revenues. The final 
tables in section 10.2 of the appendix present the results discussed in the following paragraphs. 

First, we consider a scenario with the complete removal of the PWTE measures in R&D, night and 
shift work, and the structural reduction. The tax base74 would decrease by 1.256 million affecting 58 
thousand firms. This results in a decrease of CIT revenue of 357 million. The five sectors75with the 
highest impact would be in administrative and support activities, manufacturing of chemicals, 
transportation and storage, manufacturing of food, beverages and tobacco, and wholesale and retail. 
Together these five sectors account for 24% of the total impact. The average difference of liable 
corporate taxes of firms by sector shows a different picture. The top five sectors where the average 
difference in CIT is highest are all contained within manufacturing. The manufacturing of coke and 
refined petroleum products shows a significantly higher average difference compared to the sector 

 

74 After all steps of subtraction to deduce taxable income, 

75 according to level 2 NACE codes 
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with second highest average difference, which is the manufacturing of chemicals. Dividing firms into 
deciles according to balance size indicates that the top decile would pay 296 million euros less. This 
top decile accounts for 82% of the total impact. Interestingly, the top decile also has the lowest 
average tax rate (19,8% compared to an average of 26% for all other deciles). 

For 2018, the recovery through CIT of the PWTE subsidies for R&D, the general reduction, and night 
and shift work would amount to 357 million euros or 12,74% of the total revenue forgone for these 
measures. As we have indicated in several sections, the amounts are very concentrated with small 
number of large firms within a few sectors. We also observe that the effective CIT rate is lower the 
larger the firm. An explanation for this could be that larger firms are more able to benefit from the 
range of deductions and exemptions.  

Now only considering the removal of the night and shiftwork PWTE, the total impact in tax base 
would be 941 million euros, resulting in a decrease of CIT revenues of 268 million (or 74% of the 
impact from the first simulation). 9.569 firms or about 15% of firms in the previous scenario would 
be affected. The top five ranked sectors affected remain the same. These top five would account for 
61% of the total impact. Ranking by average difference, the top five remain the same, while the top 
ten sectors are all related to manufacturing. Again, the average difference in manufacturing of coke 
and refined petroleum products is significantly higher than the second highest. The top decile 
accounts for 86% of the total impact. 

Simulating the removal of the PWTE for R&D estimates an impact of 312 million decrease in the tax 
base, resulting in 83 million difference in CIT revenues (or 23% of the first scenario). The top five 
highest impact would be in legal and accounting activities, followed by computer programming, 
consultancy and information services, wholesale and retail trade, manufacturing of machinery, 
manufacturing of chemicals. The sector of scientific research and development only comes in at the 
sixth place. The average difference in CIT among sectors is very similar to the first and second 
scenario. The top five sectors are all related to manufacturing, with manufacturing of coke and refined 
petroleum products taking the lead. The scientific research and development sector only comes in 
sixth place. Looking at the distribution according to deciles, the top decile would pay 61 million euros 
less, while all other deciles would pay about 3 million euros less. Apparently, the bottom two deciles 
would not be affected at all. 

We also ran a separate simulation for YIC. This would result in 4,6 million euro decrease in the tax 
base and a decrease of 1,3 million euro in CIT revenue. This means about 9% of revenue forgone in 
2018 was recovered through CIT. Almost all the impact would be in the sector related to computer 
programming, consultancy, and ICT, followed by the sector related to legal and accounting activities. 

In case of the structural reduction, the impact would be a 24 million euro decrease in the tax base, 
resulting in a 7-million-euro difference in CIT revenues or about 2% of the first scenario. The top five 
sectors affected would be transportation and storage, social work activities, wholesale and retail 
trade, human health activities, and telecommunications. Together these five would account for 70% 
of the shift in CIT revenues. The sector related to telecommunications would have the highest average 
difference, followed by social work, transportation and storage, manufacturing of pharmaceutical 
products and manufacturing of machinery and equipment. The top decile accounts for 50% of the 
total impact. 
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7 Conclusions 

The total tax expenditure for PWTE’s rose substantially over the years. This was mainly due to 
increases in the number of different measures and their respective conditions and exemption rates. 
The other component in the growth of the budgetary cost is inherently tied to the growth in wage 
levels. The budgetary cost will continue to rise without clear indications of a positive impact. 

The objectives of the PWTE measures are not clearly defined, have no explicit measurable 
indicators, and are implicitly without a time limit. Only vague objectives of supporting 
employment, competitiveness and innovation could be deduced from the available documentation. 
This severely limits the ability to investigate the efficiency and effectiveness of the PWTE measures.  

Data on critical variables (e.g. subsidized employees) are not collected. This prevents a systematic 
and transparent follow-up of the use of the measures. It also prevents the development of improved 
methods to calculate the budgetary cost other than the revenue forgone approach. The lack of 
objectives, framing, and data limits the ability of the tax administration to detect mistakes or misuse, 
and to formulate an effective audit strategy. As indicated in the descriptive analysis, some outlier 
firms receive a very high subsidy relative to the total workforce, which requires a deeper 
investigation. As a result, the overall cost-benefit of these measures, the degree of intended 
effects of each measure, and the efficiency of the PWTE mechanism, all remain very unclear. 
There is a wider availability of empirical research on R&D, also for Belgium. This is due to the initiative 
of the OECD to provide comparable data, and BELSPO providing surveys and statistics on R&D and 
innovation. 

The largest share of this expenditure resulted from the PWTE for night and shift work. The 
general exemption was used by almost the same 5000+ firms throughout the period. The PWTE for 
continuous work was also used by at least a part of these firms. The introduction of the PWTE for 
construction resulted in 15.000 additional participating firms. The second largest expenditure used 
to be the structural reduction until its reform in 2016. This significantly decreased the number of 
participating firms and the resulting revenue forgone. From 2016 onwards, the PWTE measures for 
R&D counted as the second largest expenditure. Participation in the PWTE R&D measures has slowly 
gone up the last ten years. This increase is mostly related to the employment of researchers in private 
sector firms. The budgetary cost and participation level related YIC remained small in comparison.  

We observe a high level of inequality across firms and industries of the distributed amounts resulting 
from the PWTE measures. The largest part of the subsidies went towards a small number of large 
firms, mostly concentrated in the manufacturing sector. This pattern held for all main PWTE 
measures throughout the period 2009-2018. The largest part of participating firms are medium or 
small firms but receive a lot less subsidies and face higher effective CIT rates than larger firms. 

On the one hand, this result is not surprising since the subsidy is tied to the number of employees 
eligible for the respective exemption. On the other hand, this dispersion in the rate of subsidization 
can be put into question if the goals would also include a reduction of barriers related to market 
dominance and supporting the competitiveness of smaller firms. When accounting for total 
workforce by firm, the inequality remains high. Additionally, the larger the firm, the more 
activities it contains and the more it can combine different measures. Another possible factor, that we 
did not further consider in depth, could be the administrative burden, associated with the complex 
and constantly changing legislation of the PWTE measures, acting as an additional barrier for smaller 
firms.  
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The empirical literature indicates a wide range of possible effects of wage subsidies on employment, 
wages, productivity, R&D expenditure, tax revenues, and economic growth. There is limited 
evidence of a positive impact of the PWTE for R&D. However, at least part of the subsidies could 
be absorbed into higher wages. This can undermine the general purpose of some measures in 
lowering labor costs and supporting employment and international competitiveness and could also 
lead to overestimating privately funded R&D expenditure. The literature further indicates a risk 
related to the substitution of private employment with subsidized employment. There could be 
a reinforced incentive to replace lower wage and less skilled employees with higher wage and higher 
skilled employees. 

A limited analysis suggests that the increased subsidy by the PWTE of night and shiftwork had a 
relatively low response with regards to employment and average wages. Higher significant effects 
were found in large firms. Reliable estimates on additionality are not available due to lack of data and 
methodological issues. Furthermore, we could not account for the existence of other measures 
that should work in a similar direction but have differing conditions that could influence 
hiring decisions by firms. These measures are mostly related to reductions of social security 
contributions. The sector analysis showed that a significant portion of subsidies used by firms contain 
a mix of both policies. On average 25% of wage subsidies, given to firms also subsidized by a PWTE, 
are related to reductions in social security contributions. This is 40% in the manufacturing sector. 

According to a simulation with the HERMES-model, the removal of the measures in night and shift 
work, R&D, and the remaining structural measures in 2021 would, after three years, result in an 
estimated reduction of 27.000 full time equivalent jobs, and a reduction of 0,17% of GDP. This would 
lower the expected budgetary gain from 3 to 1,7 billion in 2022, or from 3,4 to 1,3 billion in 2024. In 
addition, the MISIS-model predicts a reduction of CIT revenue equal to 12% of PWTE expenditure. 
This means that in case of abolishing the PWTE measures less than half of the budgetary costs 
could be recuperated for the State Budget to enact different policies.  

If one of the main concerns of firms is security about the return on future investments, the PWTE 
measures could exacerbate this concern when sudden changes happen. Removing a measure without 
any clearly defined, transitory or compensating policy could cause shocks. Also, a budgetary cut 
across the board is inadvisable since each of the measures potentially hold different societal benefits 
in differing degrees. A roadmap towards comprehensive alternatives can be pursued avoid 
unnecessary shocks. 

8 Recommendations 

Finally, in this section we attempt to formulate several policy recommendations.  

First, clear and coordinated objectives that are tied to specific measurable indicators should 
be formulated by the federal government. Each set of measures deserve their own set of objectives 
and indicators. Indicators can be a combination of quantitative and qualitative measurements to 
ensure that, in addition to the amounts of government expenditure, the measures can be interpreted 
in terms of their intended effects. For example, an increase in R&D expenditure can be a notable goal, 
though this is only an intermediary step in inducing positive spillover effects and increased 
innovation in Belgium. 

Even when clear objectives and indicators have been determined, we can study the effects of 
government interventions in isolation but can rarely understand the full spectrum of collateral 
consequences that these interventions have in intertwined complex systems (international and 
domestic economic structure). Because of a traditional focus on what’s detectable in the short run, 
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one does not track the long-term implications, which in turn allows for a studied ignorance about the 
matter.  Thus, clear objectives are necessary but insufficient. They must be regularly reviewed in 
a constantly changing environment76. For the same reason it is necessary to look back and evaluate 
the past (ex-post) in order to learn from it. A general saving across the board would not improve the 
optimal allocation of resources if certain PWTE measures are more effective and efficient compared 
to other ones. Rather, the overall effect could even be negative. We recommend that each measure 
requires its own in-depth analysis. 

We advise the federal government to consider and implement the recommendations 
formulated by the Court of Audit. The crucial step after defining objectives and indicators should 
be to collect the necessary data. Aggregated statistics should be followed-up and reported in a 
systematic way by the Ministry of Finance. This data, and in other cases (anonymized) micro data, can 
then be supplied to the relevant government departments to enhance administrative control, and be 
distributed to independent researchers, and research institutions for policy evaluations.  

Useful and more reliable information can be collected by requiring the employer to report to 
which specific employees and their respective remunerations the PWTE applies. A uniform 
approach should be enforced in providing the relevant data.  Creating a one stop shop for information 
and eligibility about all kinds of support measures might allow smaller firms to overcome any 
administrative burden and allow the tax administration to reduce this burden. The procedure of 
applying for a PWTE measure goes through a separate application. It would make sense to include 
these provisions in the regular withholding tax application. 

There is a clear need to thoroughly investigate the whole set of R&D policy tools containing 
expenditure- and income-based measures and direct subsidies. Many support mechanisms have 
been introduced and expanded during the last decade. Apart from the PWTE, the federal level 
provides a range of measures in corporate income taxation. Each regional government also provides 
extensive support in the form of direct subsidies and non-monetary mechanisms. As the target of 3% 
GDP expenditure on R&D is in sight, a potentially important mission can be undertaken to optimize 
support for innovation.  This requires that the whole set of support mechanisms (on the regional and 
federal level) should be reviewed together, accounting for all relevant tax policies (PIT and CIT).  

We propose to pursue a comprehensive review of all wage subsidy policies considering the 
complete range of government revenues and expenditures. These projects should include 
internal and external actors like BELSPO, the research unit of FPS Finance, DG Budget and Policy 
Evaluation, FPS Social Security, Federal Planning Bureau, FPS Employment, the National Bank of 
Belgium, and regional research units.  

 

76 As the effectiveness of a measure depends for instance on the tax legislation abroad. 
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10 Appendix 

10.1  Description of minor measures 

Employers investing in a support zone77 are granted a two-year partial exemption from withholding 
payroll tax if those investments create new jobs. The exemption is set at 25% and only applies to the 
wages related to this new employment. Support zones are defined by the Regions. These zones are 
locations characterized by a collective redundancy of workers in one or more firms within a 
geographical limit of 20 km². A collective redundancy occurs when it affects at least 500 workers78 in 
a three-year period and a procedure is followed. In case of a larger collective redundancy the Regions 
can propose an extension of time to the Federal government and the geographical limit can be 
increased to 40km². Certain sectors are excluded from this measure or cannot cumulate it with 
another PWTE. However, it can be combined with the partial exemption of withholding payroll tax 
for night and shift work, the structural reduction, or the exemption for start-ups. 

A partial exemption was introduced in 2015 and open to start-up companies79 and natural persons 
(sole proprietorships). The targeted companies are small businesses in the profit sector that have not 
been registered for more than 4 years. The rate of exemption is set at 10% or 20% for employers who 
meet the criteria to be defined as a micro-entity80. 

A PWTE for young employees81 was introduced in July 2018. This exemption corresponds to the net 
allowances paid by the employer to young people aged 18 to 20 years under an entry-level job 
contract to compensate for the reduction in their gross remuneration. The exemption was granted so 
that the employer does not bear the cost of these supplements. 

An exemption of withholding payroll tax on the wages paid by clubs to sport athletes82 younger 
than 26 was introduced in 2008 and set at 80%. Sport clubs can also claim an exemption for athletes 
of 26 years or older under the condition that at least half of this amount is spent on the training of 
young athletes within a certain period. These amounts are obligated to cover the wages of trainers 
that don’t exceed a certain threshold83. 

The PWTEs introduced for the maritime sector84 in 2005 contain measures for commercial and 
system shipping, dredging, towing, and fishing. They have been mostly used by a small number of 
large firms engaged in these activities. 

 

 

77 Included in the Competitiveness pact 

78 Or 250 in case of high youth or elderly unemployment rates. 

79 art. 275/10 WIB92 

80 Defined by European Directive 

81 art. 275/11 WIB92 

82 art. 275/6 WIB92 

83 Eightfold of the minimum wage considered for an athlete 

84 art. 275/2 & 4 WIB 92 
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A PWTE measure was introduced in 2021 related to the education of employees. The employee 
must be employed at least for six months and the education can be formal or informal but cannot be 
a training that is mandated by law. A minimum of ten days must be spent on education or five days 
in case of a SME. The exemption rate is 11,75% on a part of taxable wage in the respective month, 
with taxable wage being limited to 3.500 euro per employee. 
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10.2  Tables 

 

Table 10-1 

Measures and discount rates 

 

 
2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 

Night & shift 

               
general 5,63% 5,63% 5,63% 15,6% 15,6% 15,6% 15,6% 15,6% 15,6% 15,6% 22,8% 22,8% 22,8% 22,8% 22,8% 

continuous 

        
17,8% 17,8% 25,0% 25,0% 25,0% 28,8% 40,8% 

construction 

            
22,8% 22,8% 22,8% 

R&D 

               
universities 50% 50% 50% 75% 75% 75% 75% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 

universités-FRS 

 

50% 50% 75% 75% 75% 75% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 

universités-FFRS-FWO 

  
50% 75% 75% 75% 75% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 

hautes écoles 

 

50% 50% 75% 75% 75% 75% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 

science institutions 50% 50% 50% 75% 75% 75% 75% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 

university partners 50% 50% 65% 75% 75% 75% 75% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 

YIC 50% 50% 65% 75% 75% 75% 75% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 

doctor 25% 25% 65% 75% 75% 75% 75% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 

master 

 

25% 65% 75% 75% 75% 75% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 

bachelor 

            
40% 40% 80% 

Structural reduction 

               
general 0,25% 0,25% 0,25% 0,25% 0,25% 0,25% 0,25% 0,25% 0,25% 0,25% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 

Non-profit           1,12% 1,12% 1,12% 1,12% 1,12% 

SME           0,12% 0,12% 0,12% 0,12% 0,12% 

Ovetime                

Overtime  

50 or 100% rate 41,25% 41,25% 41,25% 41,25% 41,25% 41,25% 41,25% 41,25% 41,25% 41,25% 41,25% 41,25% 41,25% 41,25% 41,25% 

Overtime 

20% rate 32,19% 32,19% 32,19% 32,19% 32,19% 32,19% 32,19% 32,19% 32,19% 32,19% 32,19% 32,19% 32,19% 32,19% 32,19% 

Tax reduction employee 

50 or 100% rate 57,75% 57,75% 57,75% 57,75% 57,75% 57,75% 57,75% 57,75% 57,75% 57,75% 57,75% 57,75% 57,75% 57,75% 57,75% 

Taks reduction employee 

20% rate 66,81% 66,81% 66,81% 66,81% 66,81% 66,81% 66,81% 66,81% 66,81% 66,81% 66,81% 66,81% 66,81% 66,81% 66,81% 

Maximum hours 65 65 65 100 130 130 130 130 130 130 130 130 130 130 130 

- Hospitality 

       180 180 360 360 360 360 360 360 

- Construction 

       130 180 180 180 180 180 180 180 
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Table 10-2 

Revenue forgone, average amount and number of firms by main categories 

 

Table 10-3 

Revenue forgone by measure 

 

 

  

 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 

Revenu forgone (x1000) 198.073 495.884 948.482 1.380.550 1.899.730 2.564.550 2.756.160 2.877.860 2.969.650 3.094.950 3.187.330 2.977.240 2.867.180 3.174.950 3.408.290 

Research & development 66.941 96.539 171.330 297.020 487.730 528.620 575.840 651.090 695.650 760.610 795.130 859.220 911.380 1.026.340 1.123.173 

Employment 127.824 386.255 726.210 995.860 1.315.370 1.925.740 2.059.280 2.099.530 2.153.270 2.209.420 2.241.410 1.963.630 1.787.120 1.970.660 2.079.176 

Sectoral provisions 3.308 13.090 50.942 87.670 96.630 110.190 121.040 127.240 120.730 124.920 150.790 154.390 168.680 177.950 205.941 

N 5.462 6.039 205.384 213.728 209.966 217.003 220.620 220.055 218.965 219.160 224.232 218.216 152.023 158.760 160.539 

Research & development 112 242 346 1.215 1.564 1.822 2.123 2.456 2.678 2.707 2.701 2.821 3.056 3.322 3.682 

Employment 5.341 5.762 205.017 212.249 208.126 214.850 218.030 216.991 215.570 215.714 213.612 202.382 133.977 138.384 139.716 

Sectoral provisions 9 35 21 264 276 331 467 608 717 739 7.919 13.013 14.990 17.054 17.141 

Mean 36.264 82.114 4.618 6.459 9.048 11.818 12.493 13.078 13.562 14.122 14.214 13.644 18.860 19.998 21.230 

Research & development 597.688 398.921 495.173 244.461 311.848 290.132 271.239 265.102 259.765 280.979 294.384 304.580 298.226 308.952 305.044 

Employment 23.933 67.035 3.542 4.692 6.320 8.963 9.445 9.676 9.989 10.242 10.493 9.703 13.339 14.241 14.881 

Sectoral provisions 367.578 374.000 2.425.810 332.083 350.109 332.900 259.186 209.276 168.382 169.039 19.042 11.864 11.253 10.435 12.015 

Revenu forgone (%)                

Research & development 33,8% 19,5% 18,1% 21,5% 25,7% 20,6% 20,9% 22,6% 23,4% 24,6% 24,9% 28,9% 31,8% 32,3% 33,0% 

Employment 64,5% 77,9% 76,6% 72,1% 69,2% 75,1% 74,7% 73,0% 72,5% 71,4% 70,3% 66,0% 62,3% 62,1% 61,0% 

Sectoral provisions 1,7% 2,6% 5,4% 6,4% 5,1% 4,3% 4,4% 4,4% 4,1% 4,0% 4,7% 5,2% 5,9% 5,6% 6,0% 

N (%)                

Research & development 2,1% 4,0% 0,2% 0,6% 0,7% 0,8% 1,0% 1,1% 1,2% 1,2% 1,2% 1,3% 2,0% 2,1% 2,3% 

Employment 97,8% 95,4% 99,8% 99,3% 99,1% 99,0% 98,8% 98,6% 98,4% 98,4% 95,3% 92,7% 88,1% 87,2% 87,0% 

Sectoral provisions 0,2% 0,6% 0,0% 0,1% 0,1% 0,2% 0,2% 0,3% 0,3% 0,3% 3,5% 6,0% 9,9% 10,7% 10,7% 

 

Revenu forgone (x 1000)  2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 

Total 194.765 482.794 897.540 1.292.880 1.803.100 2.454.360 2.635.120 2.750.620 2.848.920 2.970.030 3.030.620 2.804.690 2.676.260 2.971.730 3.176.161 

Research & development 66.941 96.539 171.330 297.020 487.730 528.620 575.840 651.090 695.650 760.610 795.130 859.220 911.380 1.026.340 1.123.173 

universities 55.236 43.760 80.620 97.030 137.060 146.520 154.970 163.060 177.680 175.240 163.160 165.220 169.670 179.430 187.913 

scientific inst 9.827 18.114 24.500 39.050 50.620 55.330 61.160 65.210 71.120 101.270 127.610 140.770 146.930 168.850 186.447 

partner agreements 1.878 13.441 15.840 20.240 24.570 26.870 27.180 29.830 28.640 24.360 23.580 21.160 20.960 14.780 27.023 

YIC  1.478 5.180 8.340 12.840 14.000 14.450 15.870 16.380 13.790 11.550 12.290 13.790 14.080 11.908 

doctors  19.746 34.270 79.440 143.490 155.160 161.640 190.040 195.680 210.860 207.820 222.000 231.730 241.880 257.981 

masters   10.920 52.920 119.150 130.740 156.440 187.080 206.150 235.090 261.410 297.780 328.300 367.620 399.541 

bachelor                           39.700 52.360 

Structural reduction     53.420 208.160 469.780 890.360 934.520 969.580 986.940 1.012.910 1.033.660 372.170 171.470 177.020 183.084 

General   53.420 208.160 469.780 890.360 934.520 969.580 986.940 906.810 904.920 325.800 151.120 155.940 160.727 

SME          106.100 128.740 36.110 4.070 4.250 4.713 

Non-profit                       10.260 16.280 16.830 17.644 

Night & shift work 101.154 339.253 598.990 701.090 757.950 920.810 1.001.950 1.003.920 1.035.790 1.061.320 1.061.470 1.424.830 1.437.560 1.602.090 1.691.228 

general 101.154 339.253 598.990 701.090 757.950 920.810 1.001.950 1.003.920 1.035.790 905.110 890.190 1.182.970 1.185.390 1.276.940 1.287.182 

construction              56.990 131.399 

continuous          156.210 171.280 241.860 252.170 268.160 272.647 

Overtime 26.670 47.002 73.800 86.610 87.640 114.570 122.810 126.030 130.540 135.190 140.360 148.470 155.850 166.280 178.677 

first 130hrs 26.670 47.002 73.800 86.610 87.640 114.570 122.810 126.030 130.540 135.040 140.160 147.130 154.370 164.750 177.388 

next 50hrs          150 180 370 300 390 137 

hospitality sector                     20 970 1.180 1.140 1.151 
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Table 10-4 

Number in % according to firm size (nightshift) 

 micro small medium large 

2009 17,3 40,7 30,6 11,1 

2010 15,5 39,9 32,4 12,1 

2011 14,6 39,7 33,1 12,5 

2012 14,1 39,8 33,2 12,8 

2013 14,8 39,9 32,4 12,7 

2014 14,7 41,5 31,3 12,3 

2015 13,0 41,4 32,3 13,3 

2016 12,0 41,8 32,6 13,5 

2017 11,8 41,7 32,9 13,5 

2018 44,8 34,6 15,6 5,0 

 

Amount in % according to firm size (nightshift) 

Table 10-5 

 micro small medium large 

2009 0,4 3,8 19,5 75,9 

2010 0,3 3,8 18,9 76,9 

2011 0,3 3,8 18,1 77,9 

2012 0,3 3,8 18,4 77,5 

2013 0,3 3,8 17,4 78,5 

2014 0,3 3,8 17,1 78,8 

2015 0,2 3,8 16,8 79,2 

2016 0,2 3,5 16,1 80,1 

2017 0,2 3,6 16,7 79,5 

2018 0,8 4,5 16,8 77,9 

 

Table 10-6 

Number in % according to firm size - R&D 

 micro small medium large 

2009 19,7 30,8 28,8 20,6 

2010 20,5 31,2 28,8 19,3 

2011 20,5 31,1 29,5 18,6 

2012 20,8 32,1 29,4 17,5 

2013 21,6 32,7 28,8 16,7 

2014 21,3 33,3 28,7 16,5 

2015 22,1 32,5 29,0 16,3 

2016 23,2 32,0 28,6 16,1 

2017 22,1 33,2 28,1 16,5 

2018 21,6 34,0 28,1 16,2 
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Table 10-7 

Amount in % according to firm size - R&D 

 micro small medium large 

2009 1,5 6,1 15,8 76,4 

2010 1,6 6,5 17,0 74,9 

2011 1,6 6,8 17,8 73,6 

2012 1,8 7,2 18,3 72,6 

2013 1,7 7,6 18,8 71,8 

2014 1,7 7,8 18,0 72,4 

2015 1,6 7,4 17,2 73,7 

2016 1,6 7,0 18,7 72,6 

2017 1,5 7,6 18,8 72,0 

2018 1,5 7,5 18,4 72,6 

Table 10-8 
Number in % according to firm size (structural) 
 micro small medium large 

2009 71,9 21,7 4,6 0,9 

2010 72,6 21,2 4,6 0,8 

2011 72,4 21,4 4,6 0,9 

2012 72,4 21,5 4,6 0,9 

2013 72,0 21,8 4,6 0,9 

2014 72,1 21,8 4,6 0,9 

2015 71,7 22,2 4,7 0,9 

2016 70,4 23,2 5,0 1,0 

2017 71,8 23,8 3,7 0,6 

2018 71,6 23,9 3,8 0,5 

 

Table 10-9 
Amount in % according to firm size (structural) 

 micro small medium large 

2009 9,2 18,7 22,7 49,3 

2010 9,0 18,1 22,3 50,5 

2011 8,9 18,1 22,4 50,6 

2012 8,9 18,1 22,2 50,8 

2013 8,9 18,3 22,2 50,5 

2014 9,2 18,6 21,8 50,3 

2015 9,0 18,5 21,7 50,6 

2016 8,2 17,5 21,1 53,1 

2017 6,7 15,6 20,1 57,6 

2018 6,6 15,3 20,2 57,8 
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Table 10-10 

Number in % according to firm size - overtime 

 micro small medium large 

2009 32,9 41,6 19,8 5,4 

2010 33,0 42,0 19,4 5,4 

2011 33,5 41,7 19,2 5,3 

2012 34,4 41,8 18,4 5,2 

2013 35,0 42,1 17,7 5,0 

2014 35,5 42,5 16,9 4,8 

2015 35,9 42,5 16,8 4,7 

2016 36,5 42,5 16,4 4,5 

2017 37,3 42,5 15,9 4,2 

2018 37,4 41,9 16,4 4,2 

Table 10-11 

Amount in % according to firm size - overtime 

 micro small medium large 

2009 2,7 13,8 25,3 58,1 

2010 2,8 13,8 24,7 58,7 

2011 2,9 14,4 25,2 57,4 

2012 3,2 15,2 25,0 56,6 

2013 3,4 15,8 24,7 56,1 

2014 3,7 16,2 25,1 54,9 

2015 3,8 17,0 24,9 54,3 

2016 4,1 17,4 23,8 54,6 

2017 4,3 18,0 24,4 53,2 

2018 4,4 17,8 24,4 53,3 
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Table 10-12 

Code Description 

A Agriculture, forestry and fishing 

B Mining and quarrying 

C Manufacturing 

D Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply 

E Water supply; sewerage; waste management and 
remediation activities 

F Construction 

G Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor vehicles and 
motorcycles 

H Transportation and storage 

I Accommodation and food service activities 

J Information and communication 

K Financial and insurance activities 

L Real estate activities 

M Professional, scientific and technical activities 

N Administrative and support service activities 

O Public administration and defence; compulsory social 
security 

P Education 

Q Human health and social work activities 

R Arts, entertainment and recreation 

S Other service activities 

T Activities of households as employers; undifferentiated 
goods- and services-producing activities of households for 
own use 

U Activities of extraterritorial organizations and bodies 
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Table 10-13 

Dependent variable: 

 log(empl) 
 micro small medium large 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

log(AVwage) -0.152*** -0.001 0.141*** -0.308*** 
 (0.046) (0.022) (0.023) (0.028) 

log(capital) -0.003 0.004*** 0.003*** -0.003*** 
 (0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) 

rate 0.003 0.004*** 0.0005 0.008*** 
 (0.003) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) 

Observations 504 4,970 6,178 618 

R2 0.034 0.009 0.014 0.253 

Adjusted R2 -0.165 -0.190 -0.184 0.099 

F Statistic 4.886*** (df = 3; 417) 12.246*** (df = 3; 4138) 24.186*** (df = 3; 5145) 57.678*** (df = 3; 512) 

Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 

 

 

Table 10-14 

 Dependent variable: 

 log(AVwage) 
 micro small medium large 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

log(empl) -0.166*** -0.0004 0.053*** -0.627*** 
 (0.051) (0.011) (0.009) (0.057) 

log(capital) 0.006*** 0.003*** 0.003*** 0.003*** 
 (0.002) (0.001) (0.0005) (0.001) 

rate 0.005* 0.004*** 0.003*** 0.007*** 
 (0.003) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) 

Observations 504 4,970 6,178 618 

R2 0.060 0.015 0.028 0.241 

Adjusted R2 -0.133 -0.183 -0.167 0.085 

F Statistic 8.939*** (df = 3; 417) 20.901*** (df = 3; 4138) 48.828*** (df = 3; 5145) 54.187*** (df = 3; 512) 

Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 
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Table 10-15 

CIT impact: Total 

difference_base difference_impottotal difference_apayer Taux_Moyen_initial Taux_Moyen_simulation 

-1256,96 -370,35 -357,54 22,30% 22,20% 

 

Table 10-16 

CIT impact: Total by NACE and deciles 

NACE difference number average average rate simulation 

NN: Administrative and support service 
activities -59127 24892 -2,38 29,00% 28,40% 

CE: Manufacture of chemicals and chemical 
products -37296,6 692 -53,9 28,90% 28,90% 

HH: Transportation and storage -30395,8 14301 -2,13 22,00% 21,60% 

CA: Manufacture of food products, 
beverages and tobacco products -26707,1 4587 -5,82 25,70% 25,40% 

GG: Wholesale and retail trade, repair of 
motor vehicles and motorcycles -26305,8 93656 -0,28 26,70% 26,70% 

By total balance           

A: Decile 1 -2,88 33484 0 21,90% 21,90% 

B: Decile 2 -23,04 33399 0 31,20% 31,20% 

C: Decile 3 -87,43 33381 0 28,50% 28,50% 

D: Decile 4 -174,27 33406 -0,01 26,90% 26,90% 

E: Decile 5 -335,77 33380 -0,01 26,80% 26,90% 

F: Decile 6 -606,57 33383 -0,02 26,40% 26,40% 

G: Decile 7 -1160,96 33388 -0,03 26,10% 26,10% 

H: Decile 8 -2359,65 33423 -0,07 21,90% 21,90% 

I: Decile 9 -7626,48 33447 -0,23 26,00% 26,00% 

J: Decile 10 -296247 33528 -8,84 19,80% 19,60% 

K: Not available -48916,1 178337 -0,27 26,70% 26,70% 
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Table 10-17 

CIT impact: Night and shift work 

difference_base difference_impottotal difference_apayer Taux_Moyen_initial Taux_Moyen_simulation 

-941,13 -277,39 -267,93 22,30% 22,20% 

 

 

Table 10-18 

CIT impact: Night and shift work by NACE and deciles 

NACE difference number average average rate simulation 

NN: Administrative and support service 
activities -56538,9 24892 -2,27 29,00% 28,40% 

CE: Manufacture of chemicals and 
chemical products -32337,5 692 -46,73 28,90% 28,90% 

HH: Transportation and storage -28891,8 14301 -2,02 22,00% 21,60% 

CA: Manufacture of food products, 
beverages and tobacco products -24845,1 4587 -5,42 25,70% 25,40% 

CL: Manufacture of transport equipment -21849,4 468 -46,69 17,30% 15,60% 

By total balance      

Decile 1 -0,83 33484 0 21,90% 21,90% 

Decile 2 -9,61 33399 0 31,20% 31,20% 

Decile 3 -53,8 33381 0 28,50% 28,50% 

Decile 4 -89,11 33406 0 26,90% 26,90% 

Decile 5 -197,51 33380 -0,01 26,80% 26,90% 

Decile 6 -360,93 33383 -0,01 26,40% 26,40% 

Decile 7 -698,25 33388 -0,02 26,10% 26,10% 

Decile 8 -1289,96 33423 -0,04 21,90% 21,90% 

Decile 9 -3921,84 33447 -0,12 26,00% 26,00% 

Decile 10 -231287 33528 -6,9 19,80% 19,60% 

Not available -30025,7 178337 -0,17 26,70% 26,70% 
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Table 10-19 

CIT impact: R&D 

difference_base_in difference_impottotal difference_apayer Taux_Moyen_initial Taux_Moyen_simulation 

-312,53 -92,33 -83,18 22,30% 22,30% 

 

Table 10-20 

CIT impact: R&D by NACE and deciles 

NACE difference number average average rate simulation 

MA: Legal and accounting activities; 
activities of head offices; management 
consultancy activities; architecture and 
engineering activities; technical testing and 
analysis -14734,7 77954 -0,19 23,50% 23,50% 

JC: Computer programming, consultancy 
and related activities; information service 
activities -12592,9 22171 -0,57 26,40% 26,40% 

GG: Wholesale and retail trade, repair of 
motor vehicles and motorcycles -12031,9 93656 -0,13 26,70% 26,70% 

CK: Manufacture of machinery and 
equipment n.e.c. -5381,67 1396 -3,86 23,00% 22,90% 

CE: Manufacture of chemicals and 
chemical products -5087,04 692 -7,35 28,90% 28,90% 

MB: Scientific research and development -4002,09 712 -5,62 2,00% 1,90% 

By total balance      

Decile 1 0 33484 0 21,90% 21,90% 

Decile 2 0 33399 0 31,20% 31,20% 

Decile 3 -0,26 33381 0 28,50% 28,50% 

Decile 4 -15,46 33406 0 26,90% 26,90% 

Decile 5 -28,68 33380 0 26,80% 26,80% 

Decile 6 -51,99 33383 0 26,40% 26,40% 

Decile 7 -167,1 33388 -0,01 26,10% 26,10% 

Decile 8 -492,3 33423 -0,01 21,90% 21,90% 

Decile 9 -2416,14 33447 -0,07 26,00% 26,00% 

Decile 10 -61321,7 33528 -1,83 19,80% 19,80% 

Not available -18687,8 178337 -0,1 26,70% 26,70% 
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Table 10-21 

CIT impact: Structural reduction 

difference_base_in difference_impottotal difference_apayer Taux_Moyen_initial Taux_Moyen_simulation 

-24,51 -6,92 -6,92 22,30% 22,30% 

 

Table 10-22 

CIT impact: Structural reduction by NACE and deciles 

NACE difference number average average rate simulation 

HH: Transportation and storage -1335,94 14301 -0,09 22,00% 22,00% 

QB: Social work activities -1292,08 1647 -0,78 26,10% 26,00% 

GG: Wholesale and retail trade, repair of 
motor vehicles and motorcycles -755,27 93656 -0,01 26,70% 26,70% 

QA: Human health activities -754,09 30756 -0,02 26,00% 26,00% 

JB: Telecommunications -748,11 768 -0,97 44,30% 44,40% 

By total balance      

Decile 1 -2,05 33484 0 21,90% 21,90% 

Decile 2 -13,48 33399 0 31,20% 31,20% 

Decile 3 -31,17 33381 0 28,50% 28,50% 

Decile 4 -61,36 33406 0 26,90% 26,90% 

Decile 5 -104 33380 0 26,80% 26,80% 

Decile 6 -165,55 33383 0 26,40% 26,40% 

Decile 7 -272,81 33388 -0,01 26,10% 26,10% 

Decile 8 -536,34 33423 -0,02 21,90% 21,90% 

Decile 9 -1151,24 33447 -0,03 26,00% 26,00% 

Decile 10 -3685,73 33528 -0,11 19,80% 19,80% 

Not available -891,46 178337 0 26,70% 26,70% 
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Table 10-23 

Impact CIT: Young innovative companies 

difference_base_in difference_impottotal difference_apayer Taux_Moyen_initial Taux_Moyen_simulation 

-4,62 -1,35 -1,31 22,30% 22,30% 

 

Table 10-24 

Impact CIT: YIC by NACE and deciles 

NACE difference number average average rate simulation 

JC: Computer programming, consultancy 
and related activities; information service 
activities -937,92 22171 -0,04 26,40% 26,40% 

MA: Legal and accounting activities; 
activities of head offices; management 
consultancy activities; architecture and 
engineering activities; technical testing and 
analysis -165,31 77954 0 23,50% 23,50% 

MC: Advertising and market research; other 
professional, scientific and technical 
activities; veterinary activities -54,94 12167 0 28,40% 28,40% 

PP: Education -54,82 2540 -0,02 30,60% 30,60% 

GG: Wholesale and retail trade, repair of 
motor vehicles and motorcycles -34,93 93656 0 26,70% 26,70% 

By total balance      

Decile 1 0 33484 0 21,90% 21,90% 

Decile 2 0 33399 0 31,20% 31,20% 

Decile 3 -2,49 33381 0 28,50% 28,50% 

Decile 4 -8,55 33406 0 26,90% 26,90% 

Decile 5 -6,05 33380 0 26,80% 26,80% 

Decile 6 -30,8 33383 0 26,40% 26,40% 

Decile 7 -32 33388 0 26,10% 26,10% 

Decile 8 -44,9 33423 0 21,90% 21,90% 

Decile 9 -164,57 33447 0 26,00% 26,00% 

Decile 10 -850,79 33528 -0,03 19,80% 19,80% 

Not available -167,6 178337 0 26,70% 26,70% 
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10.3  Figures 

Figure 10-1 
PWTE compared with total subsidies, withheld payroll tax and direct taxes 

 

Figure 10-2 
Number of measures of minor items by category 
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Figure 10-3 
Take-up by measure - night and shift work 

 

Figure 10-4 
Summary - Night and shift work 
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Figure 10-5 

 

Figure 10-6 
Take-up by measure – R&D 
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Figure 10-7 
Summary - R&D 
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Figure 10-8 

 

Figure 10-9 
Take-up by measure – Structural reduction 
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Figure 10-10 
Summary - Structural reduction 

 

Figure 10-11 
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Figure 10-12 
Take-up by measure - Overtime 

 

Figure 10-13 
Summary - Overtime 
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Figure 10-14 

 

Figure 10-15 
Average subsidy – sample of firms participating in night and shift work 
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Figure 10-16 

Average wage- sample of firms participating in night and shift work 

 

Figure 10-17 
Average employees - sample of firms participating in night and shift work 
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10.4  Methodology econometric analysis 

10.4.1  Description of variables 

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Pctl(25) Pctl(75) Max 

sub 12.270 113.815 159.984 0.000 17.642 139.474 1.515.450 

empl 12.270 85.447 79.259 4 29 119 888 

AVwage 12.270 25,653 8.049 10.047 20.589 29.433 102.425 

productivity 12.270 5,776 11.647 0.001 240.195 6.722 421.699 

capital 12.270 84.474.210 726.673.937 1 1 6.546.555 54.514.618 

10.4.2 Cross-sectional regression 

By running an ordinary least squares (OLS), we can investigate the correlations the subsidy with 
employment, average wage, productivity, sector and region. Additionally, by running the regressions 
by year we can investigate changes in correlations over time. 

The main assumptions for OLS are: 

1. The conditional mean of µ given the independent variables (X) is zero 

2. 𝑦𝑖  and 𝑋𝑖  are identically and independently distributed (random sample) 

3. Large outliers are rare 

4. µ is homoscedastic 

5. µ has a normal distribution 

6. No (perfect) multicollinearity 

 

However, because time and firm-specific effects are ignored the OLS procedure can suffer 
significantly from omitted variable bias. 

10.4.3  Panel data analysis 

Data of the variables of interest are available over a certain period for the same individuals which 
allows for a panel data study. The general notation for a panel data regression is: 

𝑦𝑖𝑡 = 𝛽𝑋𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼𝑖 + µ𝑖𝑡 

Where 𝑦 is the dependent variable for individual 𝑖 in period 𝑡, and 𝛽 is the coefficient of the variable 
of interest 𝑋, 𝑎𝑙𝑝ℎ𝑎 (𝛼) for individual fixed effects (FE), and µ is the error term. 

A Pooled regression model ignores correlation with time and individual characteristics85. 

If assumption 2 or 3 (or both) for OLS (see above) are violated, FE or RE might be more suitable86. 

Fixed effects model assumes Individual effects are “fixed” and estimates the variation within 
individuals over time87.  

 

85 It assumes 𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝛼𝑖 , 𝑋𝑖) = 0 

86 Alternative is LSDV-model (Least Squares Dummy Variables), where FE is represented by dummy variables. 

87 It assumes  𝛼𝑖 − 𝛼𝑖 = 0 
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𝑦𝑖𝑡 − 𝑦𝑖 = 𝛽(𝑋𝑖𝑡 − 𝑋𝑖) + (𝛼𝑖 − 𝛼𝑖) + (µ𝑖𝑡 − µ𝑖𝑡) 

Choosing between FE or pool model depends on the assumptions made on the variation of individual 
characteristics and their variation over time88. 

Choosing between FE and RE depends on the question: is individual heterogeneity a constant or 
random effect? Hausman-test: Null hypothesis is that the covariance between IV and 𝛼 is zero. If this 
is the case, then RE is preferred over FE. 

10.5  HERMES-model simulation 

Tabel 1 Oplijsting van de geschrapte maatregelen 
 

Verwijzing naar het Wetboek van de 

inkomstenbelastingen 1992 
Maatregel 

M.b.t. onderzoek en ontwikkeling  

2753, § 1, 2e lid Wetenschappelijk onderzoek (“wetenschappelijke instellingen”) 

Art. 275 1 alinéa 3 Overuren 

2753, § 1, 3e lid, 1° Wetenschappelijk onderzoek (“partners”) 

2753, § 1, 3e lid, 2° Wetenschappelijk onderzoek (“young innovative companies”) 

2753, § 1, 3e lid, 3° voor de in 2753, § 2, 1° bedoelde 

diploma's 
Wetenschappelijk onderzoek (Dr + Ir) 

2753, § 2, 3° en 4°  Wetenschappelijk onderzoek (BA) 

M.b.t. nacht- en ploegenarbeid  

2755 Ploegenpremies en nachtpremies 

2755, §3 Ploegenpremies en nachtpremies 

2755, §5 Ploeg/nacht werken in onroerende staat 

M.b.t. structurele vrijstelling e.a. (*)  

2757 Algemene regel (maar met behoud 0,25 % voor ‘sociale maribel’) 

2757, 4e lid Verhoogde algemene regel 1,12 % 

2757, 3e lid, a)  Kleine ondernemingen 0,12 % 

27510, 1e lid (*) Starters 

27510, 4e lid (*) Starters 

27511 (*) Jonge werknemers 

27512 (*) Opleiding van werknemers 

2758, § 1, 1e lid (*) Ontwrichte zones 

2759, § 1, 1e lid (*) Ontwrichte zones 

(*)  In HERMES worden de maatregelen m.b.t. starters, jonge werknemers, opleiding van werknemers en ontwrichte zones niet apart geïdentificeerd. 

 

 

88 𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝛼𝑖 , 𝑋𝑖) ≠ 0 choosing a FE-model; or 𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝛼𝑖 , 𝑋𝑖) = 0 choosing an OLS 

 


